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AT THIS INFLEXION POINT FOR
THE FUTURE OF UK TRADE AND
SHIPPING, NEW TECHNOLOGIES
AND INNOVATIONS OFFER AN
UNMISSABLE OPPORTUNITY. WITH THE
RIGHT COMBINATION OF SUPPORT,
INVESTMENT, AND INNOVATION,
THE UK HAS THE OPPORTUNITY TO
ESTABLISH ITSELF AS A GENUINE
WORLD-LEADER IN TECHNOLOGYENABLED TRADE
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B

rexit represents a significant opportunity for the
UK to establish itself as a world-leader in global
trade. This is not only about what we will trade, with
whom and under what rules, but also about how we
trade. If the UK can seize the opportunity, British ports,
borders and ships could become the most efficient and
secure anywhere in the world. The UK is a technology
powerhouse, and we have always been a global
trading nation: establishing ourselves as world leaders
in technology-enabled trade plays to both of these
strengths.

SOLVING THE TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
PRESENTED BY A CHANGING GLOBAL
TRADING LANDSCAPE WILL BE
COMPLEX, BUT I AM PASSIONATE
ABOUT TEESSIDE AND THE WIDER UK
TAKING THE INITIATIVE AND COMING
UP WITH INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS.
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I am determined that the Tees Valley and
Teesport be positioned at the forefront of
these developments, and that my region
becomes a centre for trade and maritime
technology and innovation. This includes new
maritime startups, well-established commercial
companies, research and academic institutions,
and business accelerators and incubators.
Solving the technical challenges presented by
a changing global trading landscape will be
complex, but I am passionate about Teesside
and the wider UK taking the initiative and
coming up with innovative solutions.
Technology has constantly been a disruptive
force, and by extension has sped up global
trade. The stern-mounted rudder invented
in China in the first century allowed for
longer travels, and so greater capacity for
maritime trade. Similarly, the invention of the
hydraulic crane by North East native William
Armstrong around 800 years later made it
faster, and safer, to fill large industrial ships.
Perhaps the biggest enabler of global trade
was the intermodal shipping container:
containerisation reduced the cost of freight
transportation by eliminating the need for
repeated handling of individual pieces of cargo
and also improved reliability, reduced theft,
and cut inventory costs by shortening transits.
More recently, new technologies such as
Optical Character Recognition to read container
numbers, RFI and QR codes to identify and
trace shipments, and basic digitisation of trade
documents have improved the efficiencies
of the international trade. Today, swimming
snake-like robots are now being used for subsea inspections of ships, while blockchain-based
solutions are replacing the long and onerous
paper-based systems used for obtaining Bill
of Lading and Letter of Credit documents.
The pace of change that we have seen the past
is, however, nothing compared with how quickly
things will develop in the future. From advanced
materials, to 3D printing, to autonomous ships,
new technologies will transform almost every
process involved in international trade. This
is going to offer real opportunities as well as
fundamental challenges. Startups like Teqplay,
which provides a single platform for managing
how ships come into port, and Sea Machines,
which is developing a fleet of fully autonomous
vessels, have the potential to disrupt significant
parts of the existing maritime supply chain.

Trade will become cheaper, faster, and most
importantly, more sustainable. As this report
shows, adopting these new technologies
will remove friction on borders and is set to
contribute a significant uplift to the UK and
European economies. What is particularly
encouraging is that British business are at
the heart of this digital transformation: of
the 65 world-leading technology startups
featured in this report, 18 are from the UK.

TO MAKE A SUCCESS OF
BREXIT, WE MUST NOT
BE HELD BACK BY THE
LIMITATIONS OF THE PAST
- TECHNOLOGICALLY OR
POLITICALLY - BUT INSTEAD,
MUST FIND NEW AND
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO
OLD PROBLEMS.

My push for the government to support piloting
a ‘free port’ in the Tees Valley is core to that
vision. A free port, which is an enterprise zone
that is treated as legally outside of a country’s
customs territory, is the perfect place for a
world-leading hub of innovation to emerge. Free
ports would represent a bold, forward-thinking
policy by Government, and would encourage
new businesses and research institutions
to set up localised clusters of innovation.
Fundamentally, Brexit represents an opportunity
for the UK to make bold choices about how it will
position itself as an international trading partner.
It is the perfect time to implement policies
that promote new businesses and innovation,
especially in and around our ports. To make a
success of Brexit, we must not be held back
by the limitations of the past - technologically
or politically - but instead, must find new
and innovative solutions to old problems.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
T

here has never been so much interest in the UK’s
trade and customs industry. Much of the discussion
following the UK’s decision to withdraw from the
European Union has been dominated by projections
about the future of its trade relationship. Whatever
happens, the departure from a trade and customs union
with its single biggest trading partner will certainly
represent a disruption from the status quo.

OUR ANALYSIS SHOWS THAT
TRADETECH CURRENTLY
ONLY MAKES UP A SMALL
PART OF THE INDUSTRY,
BUT AS DIGITALISATION
BEGINS TO ACCELERATE, WE
PREDICT IT WILL GROW INTO
A £12.8 BILLION INDUSTRY IN
ITS OWN RIGHT BY 2030.

At this inflexion point for the future of UK
trade and shipping, new technologies and
innovations offer an unmissable opportunity.
With the right combination of support,
investment, and innovation, the UK has the
opportunity to establish itself as a genuine
world-leader in technology-enabled trade.
Not only will this help us to overcome some of
the potential trading and customs challenges
post-Brexit, but will be crucial for the future
of the UK as a prosperous, forward-thinking
economy, for many years to come.
The UK is completely reliant on maritime
trade: 95% of all of the country’s trade in
goods goes through its seaports. Last year,
UK ports handled 482 million tonnes of
freight, almost the equivalent of a small
lorry load for every person in the country.
Despite the strategic importance of the
industry, it has been relatively immune from
digital innovation. However, a new wave of
innovators around the world are quietly building
new digital systems and platforms which, if
applied at scale, could entirely transform how
the trade and shipping industry operates.
This report showcases the best case studies
from this emerging ‘TradeTech’ market,
and outlines how these new technologies
can make trade in the UK more efficient,
secure, and environmentally-friendly.
Our analysis shows that TradeTech currently
only makes up a small part of the industry,
but as digitalisation begins to accelerate,
we predict it will grow into a £12.8 billion
industry in its own right by 2030.
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Our report showcases the best 65 trade,
shipping, and customs technology startups
from around the world - including 18 from
the UK, operating in the following areas:
•

Vessel operations - getting ships from the
sea into berth and ports. Areas of technology
innovation here include autonomous and
unmanned ships, improved communication
platforms to manage multiple required
parties, and tools that can optimise the flow
of ships in and out of ports.

•

Cargo operations - once a ship is alongside,
loading or discharging its cargo. Here,
automation and robotics is having an
enormous impact. by remotely and
autonomously operating cargo handling
equipment, operations are becoming safer,
faster, and more reliable.

•

•

Commercial processes - the legal and
commercial requirements for shipping goods
across the world. The commercial processes
involved in shipping goods is one of the most
compelling use cases for blockchain in the
world. By creating smart, blockchain based
contracts it will be possible to reduce the
paperwork involved in the process to almost
nil, whilst at the same time ensuring that all
parties get paid quickly and efficiently.
Customs - when the UK leaves the EU, the
number of customs declarations HMRC
needs to process could skyrocket to 255
million per year, a fivefold increase on the
current number. There is a great opportunity
for artificial intelligence to be employed
to flag up suspicious shipments to HMRC
and border control so that they can be
intercepted away from ports but before they
reach their final destination.

•

Port management - systems and platforms
that help ports to run more efficiently. These
include smart warehousing and storage
solutions: by fitting IoT sensors to cargo
handling equipment like pumps and cranes
it is possible to monitor and optimise the use
of port assets.

•

Border and port security - the physical
security of our ports and borders will be a
crucial concern after Brexit. Again, IoT sensors
fitted to individual containers and shipments
will make it possible to monitor whether they
have been interfered with. AI will also enable
the monitoring of multiple data streams to
track and flag suspicious vehicles and people
entering and leaving ports.

AS THE UK GOVERNMENT
SEARCHES FOR ITS NEXT
HIGH-GROWTH TECHNOLOGY
SECTOR, TRADETECH
REPRESENTS THE IDEAL
CANDIDATE.

Finally, this report makes the case for building
and developing physical ecosystems of
TradeTech companies, potentially in free
ports (or free trade zones). This will include
clusters of high-growth trade technology
companies and established corporates, along
with academic and research institutions.
By clustering startups together in an ecosystem
that provides the right mix of research, talent,
and clients, it will be possible to create a
series of ‘Silicon Harbours’ all around the
UK’s coast. As the UK government searches
for its next high-growth technology sector,
TradeTech represents the ideal candidate.
The future can be bright for British trade,
but we must capitalise on the opportunity in
front of us. If the UK is going to supercharge
the sector, it needs to create positive
collaborations between the public sector, large
corporate incumbents, and the startups and
innovators developing new technologies. As
the world is beginning to explore the promise
of technology within maritime, the UK has
the opportunity to use Brexit as a catalyst
to innovation. We can create a competitive
advantage, establishing a genuinely world-class
TradeTech sector at home in the process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
HOW EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES CAN POSITION THE UK AS A
WORLD-LEADER IN MARITIME TRADE POST-BREXIT

T

he UK has always been a trading nation. For centuries, our ability to trade with
other nations around the world has been the key driver of our economic success.
Today, our future prosperity hinges on our ability to continue to easily and freely
trade goods around the world. And despite the rise of cheap air travel and a rail link
to mainland Europe, we transport the vast majority of our goods across our borders
by ship.

There are increasing signs that countries are
beginning to pull up the drawbridge when it
comes to free trade. But for the UK, the seas that
surround our shores have never been a moat,
but a highway. The UK has a long, rich maritime
history and for centuries was at the cuttingedge of shipbuilding, seafaring, and maritime
trade. Although maritime services like insurance
and law have always performed very well, in
the last half of the 20th century, a number of
the UK’s traditional shipping industries have
declined almost to the point of non-existence.
While we have seen a resurgence in the in the
last decade, the world is changing quickly.

This cannot be overstated: 95% of everything
imported into this country arrives here by
sea. Everything from food and clothes, to cars
and phones is at some point loaded onto a
ship and transported one step closer to you
as a consumer. If the UK’s ports were to shut
down, supplies of vital goods would run short
very quickly, and the economy would collapse
before long. Through a combination of tradition,
complexity and a lack of connectivity, the
shipping industry has been slow to embrace
new technology. This critical industry is still
largely based around paper processes and
communication by phone, fax, and email.

At the same time, the digital transformation of
every industry on the planet is well and truly
underway. In almost every sector, the market
share of technology startups is growing rapidly,
and traditional business models are increasingly
being overtaken by newer, more agile small
businesses. Maritime is not immune from this
shift. Its relative invisibility, as well its technical
barriers to entry, has meant that innovators
have been slow to take notice of the size of the
opportunity. However, there is an opportunity,
and it is vast: shipping is a trillion dollar
analogue industry operating in a digital world.

Although the speed of industry innovation has
been slow to date, it is accelerating, driven in
part by economic, environmental and political
pressures. The shipping industry has been in
crisis for over a decade, with many of the world’s
largest companies operating either at a loss, or
on razor thin margins since the global financial
crash of 2008. On top of poor profit margins,
the industry is facing pressure from regulators
and consumers to reduce its environmental
impact, with the aim of eventually phasing out
the use of carbon based fuels altogether. Lastly,
the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union
could seriously disrupt the status quo in our
trade and logistics sectors: not just for those
who operate ships, but also the importers,
exporters and consumers who rely on goods

As well as being a large industry in its own
right, shipping is also the driver of global trade
and a critical part of the UK’s infrastructure.
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being able to cross borders. This combination
of commercial pressure, environmental
responsibility, and Brexit uncertainty means that
the industry needs to completely revolutionise
business models, processes and operations.
More positively, Brexit represents a significant
opportunity for the UK to establish itself
as a world-leader in a genuinely nascent
market. If the UK can fully seize the TradeTech
opportunity, it will achieve two things: first,
it will ensure that its ports, borders and ships
are the most efficient and secure of anywhere
in the world; second, it will create a new
ecosystem of trade and maritime technology
startups in the UK, establishing the country
as the world’s best TradeTech market,
ahead of international competitors such as
Singapore, Denmark and the Netherlands.
This report aims to showcase some of the
startups that have already entered this market,
and to help incumbent corporates, investors
and those in the public sector to understand the
scale, barriers, and opportunities that come with
investing in TradeTech. In particular, this report:
•

Examines the current trade policy picture,
including the potential outcomes of the
Brexit negotiations, the Sino-American
trade war, and the changing environmental
regulations which govern shipping.

•

Details the scale of the opportunity for
digitisation, including the results of a firstof-its-kind market sizing of the UK Tradetech
sector and the projected growth of this
emerging industry out to 2030.

•

Explains the various industry processes in
which new technology is being applied:
including vessel operations, cargo
operations, commercial and legal processes,
port management, customs and compliance,
and port and border security.

•

Highlights the opportunity to create free
ports after the UK leaves the EU: including
the technology to enable them and the
opportunity to create maritime innovation
clusters around them.

•

Showcases a pipeline of the 65 most
innovative trade and maritime startups
operating today, all of which could
contribute to the digital transformation of
the UK’s trade sector.

•

Makes recommendations for startups,
corporate incumbents, and public sector
officials on how to best to promote and
facilitate innovation in the sector.

THE UK HAS A
PROUD MARITIME
TRADITION, BUT
IT IS UNDER
THREAT IN A
FAST-CHANGING
WORLD.

Although this is the most extensive report
of its kind created to date, it is by no means
exhaustive. The TradeTech startup community
is still small but growing at an incredible pace,
and we expect the makeup of the wider trade
industry to shift dramatically in the next decade.
Despite the decline in British shipping, the
UK is still a leading maritime nation. Indeed,
whatever the outcome of the UK’s exit from the
EU, the amount of goods crossing our borders
will only increase over the coming decades.
By proactively taking steps to support and
develop a pipeline of new TradeTech startups,
the UK can build an ecosystem that facilitates
innovation at every level. As countries such
as Singapore, Dubai, the Netherlands and
Denmark are beginning to exploit the potential
of new technology in their ports, the UK has
the opportunity not only to keep up with the
pace of international change, but also establish
itself as a world-leading force in TradeTech.
The UK has a proud maritime tradition, but it
is under threat in a fast-changing world. The
key to protecting, and building on, this legacy
is by embracing a new wave of innovation
and creativity, and finding new solutions for
longstanding problems. At the same time,
by championing new methods for enabling
free and frictionless trade, the TradeTech
sector can play its part in making a success
of Brexit, and seizing the technological and
economic opportunities that lie ahead.
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2. THE MARKET
AND OPPORTUNITY
THE UK TRADE SECTOR EXPLAINED

E

very single one of us in the UK depends on our ability to trade internationally
with other nations. In fact, in April 2018 alone, £67.4 billion worth of goods
crossed our borders.1

The ‘trade’ sector is made up of the logistics
and service providers that facilitate the
movement of goods around the world. From
single lorry owner-drivers, to huge multinational
logistics providers, it is a vast network that
brings whatever you want and need from
halfway around the world to your front door.
Whenever you fill up your car with petrol,
go to the supermarket to buy groceries,
or make a cup of tea, you are using goods
that the UK has imported from overseas.
The UK economy is also highly dependent on
its ability to export: of the £67.4 billion worth of
goods that crossed our borders in April 2018, £28
billion were goods exports. In a single month, we
export over £4 billion worth of nuclear reactors
and machinery, £3 billion worth of cars, and £2.6
billion worth of jewellery and precious metals.2
Although the trade sector is vast, and
encompasses a number of potential exciting
technological developments, for the purposes
of this report, we are focusing on those
service providers that keep goods and people
freely flowing across the UK’s borders.

1

UK Trade info, HMRC, 2018

2

UK Trade info, HMRC, 2018

HOW DOES UK TRADE
CROSS OUR BORDERS?
On the 1st of January 2017, the Yiwu-London
freight railway opened. It is a 7,500 mile long
railway line between Yiwu, a Chinese city south
of Shanghai, to London. The regular service takes
18 days to travel from China to the UK. The YiwuLondon line has more political significance than
it does economic: it carries a tiny proportion of
UK trade, but is a significant part of Xi Jinping’s
One Belt One Road Initiative. With only one
route in and out of the UK by train (the Channel
Tunnel), our capacity to trade via the railways is
limited to around 1.2 million tonnes per year.
As well as trains from as far away as China,
the UK also carries goods in and out of the
country by air. Air freight is used for high
value, lightweight, time-sensitive goods. In
reality, the majority of our goods are neither
valuable enough or time-sensitive enough to
be worth sending on a plane. In fact, air freight
makes up a fraction of of the UK’s total trade in
goods at just over 3 million tonnes per year.3

3

Air Freight Statistics, CAA, 2016
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The overwhelming majority of UK trade takes
place by sea. Every minute of every day,
the 50,000 ships that make up the global
commercial fleet quietly ply their trade, out
of sight and out of mind for most people.
Commercial shipping is the engine that drives
the the world’s economy, and it is particularly
important to the UK as an island nation.

IN 2017, UK PORTS
HANDLED 482 MILLION
TONNES OF FREIGHT. THAT
IS ALMOST THE EQUIVALENT
OF A SMALL LORRY LOAD
FOR EVERY PERSON IN THE
COUNTRY.

95% of all traded goods enter or leave the UK
by sea.4 That includes everything from cars to
mobile phones, to clothing, to office furniture.
If you are reading this report online, you will
be reading it on a device that came into the
UK on a ship, and if you are reading this in
print, it is highly likely that the paper, ink,
and printer that produced it arrived by sea.
In 2017, UK ports handled 482 million tonnes
of freight.5 That is almost the equivalent of a
small lorry load for every person in the country.
Moving millions of tonnes of goods safely and
efficiently is extremely complex in its own
right, but perhaps more complex is the sheer
volume of paperwork involved in shipping goods
from point of origin to point of consumption.
In a 2014 study, shipping giant Maersk found
that a simple shipment of avocados from
Mombasa to Rotterdam entailed more than
200 communications involving 30 parties.6
A container ship capable of carrying 20,000
containers can be involved with hundreds of
thousands of legal documents at any one time.

WHAT GOES THROUGH
UK PORTS?
UK ports handle all manner of goods, including
raw materials used in manufacturing, right
through to finished products and food
(approximately 48,000 bananas can fit into a
single container). Generally, goods being handled
by ships can be split into two categories: bulk
cargo and unitised cargo. Bulk cargo refers to
any commodity that can be transported in large
quantities, such as grain, oil, or coal. It accounts
for around 60% of the tonnage handled by UK
major ports and can be further split into dry and
wet. The other 40% is made up of unitised cargo,
which includes any cargo that can be packed
into a unit (eg. a container, or a lorry). Unitised
cargo itself can be further split between Ro-Ro
(Roll on - Roll off) and Lo-Lo (Lift on - Lift off).
4

BULK CARGO
The UK’s dry bulk trade mainly consists of
coal, agricultural products, ore, aggregates,
cement, and fertilisers. UK ports export around
15 million tonnes of dry bulk goods each year,7
but our imports depend heavily on our energy
mix: as we decrease our reliance on coal for
energy, our bulk imports decline. Liquid bulk
produce arrives on tankers, mainly consisting
of crude oil, different types of oil products,
and liquified natural gas, but can also include
industrial chemicals, the petrol in your car,
orange juice, and even wine. The UK imported
110 million tons of liquid bulk cargo in 2017,
and exported 80 million in the same year.8
The bulk sector is not particularly glamorous,
but the importance of raw materials like
fertiliser or crude oil to the rest of the supply
chain cannot be overstated. The operation
of bulk carriers and tankers is comparatively
simple and is often less time-sensitive when
compared to unitised cargo carriers.

Maritime Growth Study, Department for Transport, 2015:

5
UK Port Freight Statistics 2017, Department
for Transport, Aug. 2018
6
The digitisation of trade’s paper trial may be
at hand - The Economist, March 2018

7
UK Port Freight Statistics 2017, Department
for Transport, Aug. 2018
8

UK Port Freight Statistics 2017
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LOOKING AHEAD, WE
ESTIMATE THAT THE UK
TRADETECH SECTOR
WILL GROW TO BECOME
A £12.8 BILLION MARKET
BY 2030.

UNITISED CARGO
The Ro-Ro trade refers to cargo that is literally
rolled onto or rolled off ships. This includes
passenger cars, goods vehicles, freight trailers,
and vehicles for import/export. 18 million
vehicles per year are carried on Ro-Ro ferries
and car carriers either between UK ports or to
the EU. This means that there are currently no
customs checks conducted on goods between
the borders: just 1% of Ro-Ro traffic leaves the
current EU trading bloc. Upon leaving the EU,
if no streamlined arrangements are put into
place, 14 million vehicles per year will become
subject to customs/immigration checks.9
In the late 1950’s, an American trucker invented
the shipping container. Six decades later,
global trade has irreversibly changed. The
vast majority of consumer goods are shipped
around the world in containers. They can be
easily transported by sea, rail or road, and can
be packed with anything from iPhones to ice
cream. Although there are specialist variations,
most containers are either 20 or 40 feet long.
Containers are measured in TEU (twenty foot
equivalent units), each year the UK’s ports
handle over 10 million TEU.10 If all of those
containers were placed end-to-end, they would
stretch one and a half times round the world.
The UK’s biggest Lo-Lo trading partner is
China, followed by the EU. The quickest way
to ship goods between the EU mainland and
the UK is via ferry: generally, time-sensitive
goods (eg. food, livestock, flowers) are shipped
via Ro-Ro, whereas non time-sensitive
goods (eg. electronics, furniture, footballs)
are shipped by Lo-Lo. Due to the high Lo-Lo
trade volumes from China and the rest of the
world, there is already customs infrastructure
in place at the UK’s major container handling
ports. Customs infrastructure at UK and EU
major Ro-Ro ports, however, was gradually
removed from 1993 when the single market
was implemented. The time-sensitive nature of
Ro-Ro freight, coupled with the lack of customs
infrastructure makes Brexit a major concern for
UK and EU ferry and Ro-Ro port operators.

THE VALUE OF SHIPPING
TO THE UK ECONOMY
The maritime sector does not just enable the
UK economy to function; it is also an important
industry and income generator in its own
right. A 2017 study by Cebr estimated the
annual direct turnover of the UK’s maritime
sector to be just over £40 billion. On top of
this, the maritime industry indirectly generates
an additional £50 billion of turnover for
the UK economy. The sector also indirectly
supports 957,000 jobs and directly generates
£4.7 billion in tax revenues each year.11
In addition to the contribution the maritime
sector makes to the economy, it is also important
to consider the impact of trade facilitation.
Each year, container ships transport around two
thirds of all global trade.12 As discussed at the
beginning of this chapter, over £60 billion of
goods per month cross our borders and as the
world becomes increasingly connected we are
becoming more reliant on trade for economic
growth. In 2017, 62% of UK GDP was made up of
trade with other nations, up from 40% in 1960.13
In the fiscal year 2016/17, HMRC collected £33.5
billion in customs duty on imports and exports
where a levy applied:14 £4 billion more than
the government’s entire transport budget for
the same year.15 The facilitation of trade across
our borders is vitally important, not just for
the hundreds of thousands of people directly
involved in the movement of goods, but for
the economic prosperity of the entire nation.

11

Value of the UK Maritime Sector; Cebr, 2017

12

Valuation of the Liner Shipping Industry, IHS Global Insight, 2009

13

Trade (% of GDP), World Bank, 2017

9

Ibid

14

UK Trade Info, HMRC, 2018

10

Ibid

15

The Budget, HM Treasury, 2016
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Product
Develop-

TRADETECH MARKET
SIZE, FORECAST, AND
Product
TRENDS - A £13
BILLION
DevelopOPPORTUNITY
For the purposes of this report, we are defining
TradeTech as any technology that can be
applied to make maritime trade processes
more efficient and reduce bottlenecks in
the flow of goods around the world. For the
purposes of market-sizing, this means digital
and IT spend (though not exclusively). Within
this definition, we are including technology
spend in the shipping, ports, shipbuilding and
Source:
maritime business services industries, including
related finance, legal and insurance services.

!"#$%&'%!()*(+,%-)*.$(%!/)*$
0&()1%-)*.$(%!"#$

Using the definition of TradeTech above, we
estimate that the current size of the TradeTech
market is £3.7 billion. Through interviews
with industry, we have established a baseline
spend on technology within the maritime
sector to be 9.3% of total industry turnover.
This is a conservative figure which, when crossreferenced against average UK technology
spend, puts the UK maritime sector slightly
behind UK average technology spend.
Looking ahead, we estimate that the UK
TradeTech sector will grow to become a
£12.8 billion market by 2030. This is based on
projections from Boston Consulting Group of
a 6% annual growth in technology spend,16 and
research from Lloyd’s Register which predicts
an annual growth in seagoing trade volumes
of 3.4%.17 Again, these figures are conservative:
it is likely that growth in technology spend in
maritime will outpace other industries over the
next decade as it is currently so far behind. More
interesting than the size of the market is the
distribution of market share. Currently, spend
on technology within the sector is focussed
on large incumbent corporate vendors, but
we expect that to change significantly over
the next 12 years. Using data from similar
industries including fintech and govtech, we
can estimate that spend on startups within
the UK tradetech sector will go from just 4%
of the market today to 40% by 2030.18 19

16 UK’s digital economy is world leading in terms of
proportion of GDP, Boston Consulting Group, 2015
17 Global Marine Trends 2030, Lloyd’s Register,
University of Strathclyde, Kinetic, 2013

TradeTech Market Size & Size of Startup
Market Share (£m). 2018-2030.
15

£12.8b

12
9
6

£3.7b

3
0

£148m
2018

Total Market
Size

2030

Size of Startup
Market Share

VCs TAKING NOTICE
Although slightly outside of our definition of
TradeTech, global investments in supply chain
and logistics software providers topped £491
million in the last 12 months. More interesting
than the amount of funding, however, is the rate
of growth: year on year, total venture capital
and private equity funding has grown by 274%
over the last two years, with average deal size
doubling in the s§ame period. The majority of
these investments were at pre-series A stage,
with only a small proportion of the funding
from Silicon Valley.20 This indicates an emerging
venture market with a global focus: VCs are only
just starting to take notice of the TradeTech
opportunity and there is a lot more investment
coming in the following years.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR
INNOVATORS
For innovators, the opportunity to enter the
sector is extremely compelling. Maritime trade
is a highly consolidated industry that is slow to
change and using out-of-date technology. On
the surface, it appears to be a great candidate
for disruption, but the reality of the sector is
that the barriers to entry are high. The level
of skill, experience, knowledge, and capital
required to become a serious player in the
space makes it incredibly difficult for new
businesses to enter the market. These barriers,
coupled with the lack of public awareness of
the industry, explains why the industry has been
shielded from major startup interest to date.

18 UK financial services firms fear up to 40% of
revenue at risk from FinTech, PWC / Raven, 2017
19 A hard sell - why does less than 3% of government
procurement spend go to startups?, Nesta / Symons, 2015

£5.1b

20 Data from CB Insights, Aug 2018
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A GLOBAL INDUSTRY
WITH A UNIQUE MAKEUP
Each sector within shipping functions slightly
differently. While container shipping is highly
consolidated, bulk shipping is highly fractious.
In January 2016, 62.6% of the world’s supply
of container slots on ships was owned and
operated by just 10 companies. Today, just two
and a half years later, that figure has climbed
to an astonishing 82.4%.21 Indeed, the increased
consolidation of the container industry has been
led by strategic mergers and acquisitions. In an
effort to extend market share and reduce costs
through economies of scale, major shipping
lines including Maersk, Hapag-Lloyd and Cosco
have made significant acquisitions in the last
two years. Five companies now own 64% of the
world’s 22 million container slots and it is highly
likely that that figure will continue to increase
for at least the next decade. Conversely, the bulk
sector is made up of a large number of smaller
actors. These are often family owned operators,
running a handful of ships on tight margins.
As well as its unique makeup, the industry is also
highly reliant on outdated technology. In 1987,
container shipping made a giant leap forward
with the introduction of the EDI (electronic data
interface) system,22 which allowed container
operators to transmit and receive stowage plans
electronically. Although EDI technology was at
the cutting-edge in the 1980’s, it is now woefully
outdated: the same technological disruption
which has occured in most industries has
rendered EDI all but obsolete outside of shipping.
Across all shipping sectors, phone calls, emails
and personal relationships are still key drivers
for how the industry functions. Throughout the
second half of the 20th century and into the 21st,
the most important asset any ship broker, freight
forwarder, or ship operator has is their network.
Throughout the second half of the 20th century
ship design became increasingly homogenous.
This was partly driven by the introduction of
the container and partly by the ability of Asian
shipyards to quickly and cheaply turn out
large numbers of very similar ships. A major
side effect of this is that shipping has become
commoditised. Carrying cargo, either in bulk on a
ship, or in a container, from one place to another
is a process which is very difficult to differentiate
between competitors. This has turned global
shipping into a commodity business, and like
any commodity, this means that prices are

driven down whenever there is excess supply.
To maintain market share, and benefit from
economies of scale, operators are building fleets
of mega-ships, some of which can carry in excess
of 20,000 containers. This has in turn created
excess supply and therefore lower prices. If they
are able to operate at a profit at all, the world’s
ocean carriers are on razor thin margins. It stands
to reason, therefore, that reducing costs through
innovation is a great way to increase efficiency
and improve margins. However, in reality, just
as it takes a long time to turn a ship around, it
is very difficult to create systemic change in an
industry that has existed for thousands of years.

SLOW TO CHANGE
There have only been three major systemic
changes in the shipping industry in 500 years.23
The first was the development of ocean
navigation as we know it today, with explorers
such as Vasco da Gama creating mathematical
models and instruments that allowed ships to
cross oceans with a reasonable idea of where
in the world they were. This period, from the
end of the 15th century to the beginning of the
19th, led to the mapping of the world and the
establishment of sea trade routes which, broadly
speaking, are still in existence. The second
major shift came in the 1800s with the rise of
empire and imperial trade. This required more
powerful ships, which were capable of sailing
long distances, and drove the creation of steam
engines and steel hulls. The third was driven by
the beginning of free trade in an increasingly
globalised world at the end of WWII. This was
facilitated by the use of diesel engines, welded
steel hulls, and the invention of the container.
These systemic changes took a long time
to come about: the first propeller driven
commercial ship entered service in 1839, but
it was over a century later, in 1949 that the
last commercial sailing ships left service.24
We are now at the beginning of the fourth major
systemic change in the industry. As with every
industry, shipping is moving from analogue to
digital. Even though the core business of the
trade sector is to move physical goods from
one place to another, every business process
is going to change irreversibly in the next few
decades. Those companies, whether large or
small, who embrace the change will thrive
and those who do not will likely not survive.

21 Alphaliner Top 100, AXSMarine, 2016, 2018

23 Shipping’s need to get smart: Stopford, 2015

22 SMDG Inaugural meeting minutes, SMDG 1987

24

Ships and steam power, Royal Museums Greenwich
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DAVID & GOLIATH - WHY
WORK WITH STARTUPS?
There is a clash of cultures between the
traditional corporate shipping industry and
the alternative startup scene. In the startup
world, innovation, high growth potential and
speed of execution are priorities. Whereas in
the trade sector, minimising risk and generating
steady, safe returns for investors is what drives
boardroom decision making. For established
businesses within the logistics sector, the
need to innovate is obvious. Crossing the
cultural divide to work with startups can be a
challenge, but driving innovation in-house is
a bigger and more expensive one. This report
advocates that the digitisation of the UK’s
shipping industry should be driven by startups
and SMEs. Below, we detail a few reasons why
smaller and younger companies are so key.

THE CORPORATE INNOVATION DILEMMA
For large corporates, working out how to
innovate core business processes, and effectively
executing on innovation, is a complex challenge.
Indeed, the systems, processes, and managerial
approach that allow large corporates to function
at scale are exactly what stop them from
being able to innovate and experiment with
new models. In traditional large corporates,
decisions are made from the top down,
require input from large numbers of people,
and take a relatively long time to make. This
is particularly prevalent in the trade sector.
Shipowners make investment decisions with
a multi-decade return horizon in mind. When
a shipowner buys a new ship, they will invest
tens of millions of pounds to have it built. Once
it has been delivered by the shipyard, it has an
expected service life of around 30 years. On
top of this, many of the world’s ship owners are
publicly traded companies: they report profits
and losses to shareholders every quarter. The
combination of long term investment decisions
coupled with the need to make a profit every
quarter makes it very difficult for a shipowner to
adopt a ‘fail fast’ approach within their business.
They cannot take risks with the assets they
have already invested millions in, and they also
cannot justify taking a risk that could result
in quarterly losses. This does not just apply to
shipowners: any corporate that needs to make
long term infrastructure investments faces a
similar problem. Even if a shipowner or port

operator decides to embrace a new approach
to innovation, the management structure and
processes that are in place to protect those long
term investments often make it impossible for
internal staff members to practice innovation.

CROSSING THE CULTURAL
DIVIDE TO WORK WITH
STARTUPS CAN BE A
CHALLENGE, BUT DRIVING
INNOVATION IN-HOUSE
IS A BIGGER AND MORE
EXPENSIVE ONE.

A LEAN APPROACH TO PROBLEM
SOLVING
The OODA loop was developed in the 1950’s
by US Navy fighter pilot Colonel John Boyd:
it stands for Observe, Orient, Decide, Act.
According to Boyd, in a dogfight between two
fighter jets, the pilot with the shorter OODA
loop is the one most likely to disrupt the enemy
and bring down their plane. The same applies
to startup innovation. The business with the
shortest OODA loop is most likely to disrupt the
market and scale quickly. This process of quick
feedback followed by action is what allows
startups to outpace, outdeliver, and out-innovate
comparatively well resourced incumbents.
This approach works incredibly well for software
startups: teams can build, test, iterate and adapt
new ideas to optimise their products. Thanks
to cloud computing, it is possible to rapidly and
cheaply scale up a service if an idea resonates
with customers. Outside of software, the principle
still applies but it is less easy to innovate cheaply:
prototypes have to be physically built and
factories setup to produce what has been created
(although additive manufacturing will certainly
alleviate some of these constraints), and this
often requires a close collaborative relationships
between an established manufacturer and
a startup. When these principles are applied
to the trade sector, the need for close
collaboration becomes even more acute.
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THE TRADETECH SECTOR IS AN
ENORMOUS OPPORTUNITY FOR
NEW FOUNDERS, BUT TO CREATE
THE FEEDBACK LOOP REQUIRED TO
SUCCESSFULLY INNOVATE, STARTUPS
NEED ACCESS TO AN INDUSTRY THAT
IS OTHERWISE CLOSED OFF TO THE
WIDER WORLD.

PROBLEMS CANNOT BE SOLVED IN
ISOLATION
The TradeTech sector is an enormous
opportunity for new founders, but to create
the feedback loop required to successfully
innovate, startups need access to an industry
that is otherwise closed off to the wider world.
Building software or hardware that is deployed
in the maritime environment requires the
specialist skillset and technical knowledge
to navigate the regulatory environment that
the industry operates in. This makes it almost
impossible for startups working in isolation to
truly understand the problems that the industry
faces and the solutions required to succeed.
At the same time, the established industry
does not have the right structure, mindset, or
technical skills to successfully innovate at the
pace required to stay ahead of the curve.
Creating an environment of close collaboration
between startups and corporates is crucial
to crossing the cultural divide and making
innovation effective. There are a number of
different ways these partnerships can be
structured. Startup incubators and accelerators,
whether independent or created within a
corporate company, are an effective way of
testing early stage ideas to establish whether
they are viable. In terms of generating new
ideas, corporate companies would do well
to learn from insights from startup founders:

this includes putting teams in place to
constantly scan the trade technology horizon,
and engage with new players where they
emerge. In this vein, CMA CGM, the world’s
fourth largest container ship operator recently
established ZeBox, an incubator putting 12
startups through a programme of investment
and support at the beginning of 2018. Startup
accelerators can also be independently run,
with the backing and support of incumbents
in the sector. The biggest accelerator in
maritime is PortXL, which has made over
30 investments in startups through their
programme since they were established in 2015.
Creating formal incubation and acceleration
programmes is not the only way to foster
relationships between corporates and startups.
Finnish engineering giant Wärtsilä created the
SparkUp challenge as part of their venture
programme, an annual competition that invites
TradeTech startups to spend a day with a
mentor to understand industry problems and
pitch to a panel of judges. The winners receive
a €50,000 purchase order and are invited
to develop their concept in partnership with
Wärtsilä’s product and engineering teams.
There is also precedent for corporates to create
dedicated venture funds to establish joint
ventures, make investments, and even acquire
promising startups. The access to expertise
that comes from being one step removed from
corporate processes allows startups to maintain
a pace of innovation that would otherwise be
impossible. It also protects the corporate from
risk, allowing it to fail vicariously through startup
partners without damaging the core business.
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3. HOW TECHNOLOGY
CAN TRANSFORM
TRADE IN THE UK
I

n analysing the potential application areas for new technologies and
data-driven platforms, we have split the process of maritime trade
into six constituent parts.

1. SHIP OPERATIONS:
how ships work and, crucially, how they get in
and out of the ports they visit.

In practice, these constituent parts overlap
and the lines between each are blurred. That
said, this chapter should serve as a high-level
overview of how trade works, the potential
for new technologies being applied to the
sector, and some real world examples of
startups successfully operating in the space.

2. CARGO OPERATIONS:
what happens once a ship is berthed and how
cargo is loaded and unloaded.

3. COMMERCIAL PROCESSES:
the commercial agreements and legal
processes required to ship goods from one
country to another.

4. CUSTOMS:
how goods are controlled across our borders
and tariffs collected.

THE DIAGRAM ON THE FOLLOWING
PAGE IS A HIGHLY SIMPLIFIED
(THOUGH STILL FAIRLY COMPLEX)
VISUALISATION OF THE PROCESS
FOR IMPORTING GOODS. STARTING
WITH GOODS ON A SHIP AT SEA,
AND ENDING WITH GOODS INLAND
ON THEIR WAY TO BE DELIVERED
TO THE RECEIVER.

5. PORT MANAGEMENT:
how the flow of goods through ports and
distribution centres is managed.

6. BORDER & PORT SECURITY:
the measures and controls in place to keep
ships and ports safe and to stop people
and goods illegally crossing the border.

Importantly, the diagram only shows half of the
story: it details how goods that are already at
sea enter the country. It is therefore important
to note that, broadly speaking, this process
works in reverse whenever goods are exported.
By following the orange line you will see how
goods move through each of the processes
outlined above. Each dot on the line represents
a point of transaction, either an exchange of
documents, money, or ownership, all of which
currently represent inefficiencies in the system.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
A SIMPLIFIED OUTLINE OF A COMPLEX PROCESS
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COMMERCIAL
PROCESS
A large number of
different stakeholders
need to work together
including crew, port
management, pilots, tugs,
and linesmen to safely
bring a ship into port.
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Once safely alongside,
the ship must declare
that it is legally ready to
begin cargo operations
and a number of different
inspections, ranging
from health and safety,
to immigration and
security are carried out.

O
Thousands of tonnes
of goods are physically
moved on or off the ship
safely and efficiently by
cranes, conveyors, and
pumps. From there, they
are transported throughout
the port for storage and
further processing.
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KEY
ADMINISTRATIVE HURDLES
JOURNEY THROUGH
THE TRADE PROCESS
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Goods from outside the
EU must be cleared for
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Force. The vast majority
of goods can enter the
UK without any checks.
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Within the port, there may
be a number of value-add
services on offer including
additional manufacturing
or specialised logistics
operations.
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The UK does have a
physical border in the
form of its coastline. But
in the context of trade, the
border is not a physical
line to be crossed, but
a change in the legal
status of goods or people
as they move inland.

O
Once out of the port,
goods will be transported
to the receiver, where
they will take ownership
of the goods.
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SHIP OPERATIONS
At any one time, there are thousands of vessels
around the world preparing to arrive at, or depart
from, a seaport. Safely maneuvering a floating
steel structure that is longer than London’s
Shard building alongside a concrete wall in a
busy river or harbour is a serious undertaking.
It requires a significant amount of skill from
the ship’s crew, as well as specialist help from
teams of people who work in the port. Quite
apart from physically getting the vessel safely
into the port, there are a number of documents
that need to be correctly submitted to ensure
the vessel is legally allowed to berth there.

ALTHOUGH SHIPPING
IS THE MOST EFFICIENT
WAY OF TRANSPORTING
GOODS AROUND THE
WORLD, THERE ARE
STILL A NUMBER OF
MAJOR INEFFICIENCIES
WITHIN THIS SYSTEM.

Between 24 and 48 hours before arriving at its
destination, the ship’s officers will declare their
estimated time of arrival and send a number of
documents to the port. These include a customs
declaration, a list of all crew and passengers
on board, a health certificate for the crew, a
declaration of any dangerous goods they are
carrying, and security information for the vessel.
On top of this, they also need to inform the
port of any services they may require during
their stay like refuelling or waste disposal.
When the ship arrives at the port limits, it may
be allowed to proceed directly in, or it may

need to wait for its berth to become available.
It is highly common for ships to drift or anchor
in the sea area outside of the port while they
wait for the port to be ready to accept them.
Each port has its own unique set of conditions,
challenges, dangers, local bylaws, and quirks.
It would be impossible for a ship’s crew to
gain the level of expertise required to safely
navigate every port they visit, so they employ
local expertise to help guide the ship in safely.
These local experts are called pilots. They are
highly experienced mariners who often spend
years studying their local port: learning the
conditions, regular traffic movements, and
local laws. When a ship is approaching the
port, a pilot will be carried out in a fast boat or
helicopter to meet the vessel, where they are
transferred to the ship, and will work with the
captain to bring the vessel safely to its berth.
A collision between two vessels in a port could
be fatal for the people involved, or cause
a major environmental incident, as well as
hundreds of thousands of pounds of damage.
As the captain and pilot take the ship within the
port’s limits, they come under the supervision
of Vessel Traffic Services (VTS). VTS are just
like the air traffic controllers that look after
our skies. They use a combination of radar,
automatic vessel identification systems, and
VHF radio to guide a ship safely to its berth. It
is their job to monitor all of the traffic arriving
or departing the port at any one time and
manage the traffic flow to ensure ships are
able to pass each other at a safe distance.
To keep fuel consumption and emissions to a
minimum, deep sea ships are designed to be
as efficient as possible while at sea. This often
means they lack maneuverability, making it
difficult or even impossible for them to enter
or leave a port under their own engines. To
overcome this, the port employs the use of
tug boats to help ships in and out of port.
Although relatively small, tug boats are fitted
with very powerful engines which allow them
to push and pull the vessel into the right
position at the right time. For exceptionally
large ships, it can take eight or nine tug boats
to successfully maneuver a ship to its berth.
After the ship has finished loading or discharging
its cargo and it is ready to depart, it completes
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the same operation in reverse. With the help of
a pilot, linesmen, tugs and VTS, the ship’s crew
take their ship out to sea and onto the next port.
Not all ships follow this exact process: some
smaller vessels and ferries does not require
tugs or pilots. But getting any ship in and out
of a port is an complex process, involving many
actors employed by many different companies.
Although shipping is the most efficient way
of transporting goods around the world, there
are still a number of major inefficiencies within
this system. These principally concern the
communication of data between the different
parties involved in getting a ship safely in and
out of the port. Indeed, the vast majority of
ports around the world navigate this complex
process through a combination of phone, email,
fax, and radio calls. During the average port call,
there are between 30 and 60 point-to-point
interactions by phone or email.25 Through a
combination of the skill and dedication of the
people involved, thousands of ship movements
are made possible each year, but there is a
real opportunity for emerging technology
to take on the burden of getting the right
information to the right people at the right
time, and ensuring that everyone involved
is able to safely do what they need to do.

TECH INSIGHT
Much has been made in recent years about
the prospect of autonomous, unmanned,
ships roaming the world’s oceans. Rolls-Royce
produced a number of high profile concept
designs for autonomous ships before selling their
marine division to Kongsberg (a large maritime
technology business). The acquisition of RollsRoyce Marine is of strategic importance to the
Norwegian technology group as Kongsberg has
committed to have its first fully autonomous
vessel, the Yara Birkeland, operational by
2020. Although it is an exciting area of
development, the technological and regulatory
complexities involved in their operation,
coupled with an as yet unproven business
case, means that the widespread adoption of
autonomous vessels is still a few years away.

25 Portchain, 2018

CASE STUDY

AUTONOMOUS SHIPS
AND REAL TIME DECISION
SUPPORT | SEA MACHINES
ROBOTICS
Boston-based startup Sea Machines Robotics builds
autonomous control and remote command systems
to upgrade the operation of commercial vessels. The
company recently opened a European headquarters in
Hamburg and has already launched a remote control
system for small commercial vessels which can be
retrofitted to existing boats or installed to new builds.
Sea Machines also recently announced a contract with
Maersk to install AI-powered situational awareness
technology to their new ice-class container vessels.
It is the first time that computer vision, LiDAR,
and perception software will be used aboard a live
vessel to augment and upgrade vessel operations.
It is projected that their technology can help vessel
operators to reduce their operational costs by
40%, and increase vessel productivity by 200%.
An interesting application for autonomous
technology at sea, which is being explored by
a number of startups, is enhanced operational
decision support for officers on board, as well as the
automation of jobs that are unsafe, time-intensive,
or otherwise not fit for human completion.
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Creating cloud-based platforms that
communicate the correct information to every
stakeholder in the complicated shipping process
would completely revolutionise the way ships
are operated. Collaborative planning tools can
reduce planning time and administration, and
improve asset utilisation. As is often the case,
however, encouraging multiple stakeholders to
collaborate is often far more challenging than
building the technology required to make it
work. The explosion of workflow communication
platforms Slack and Teams across almost all
other major industries in the UK shows how far
behind the shipping industry is falling behind.
Indeed, newer players, such as Zaptic, and Blink
offer single workflow platforms optimised for
deskless field operations and multi-stakeholder
management. With some customisation, these
platforms could transform the way that the
shipping process is managed and coordinated.
These solutions are not without their challenges,
however. The the lack of mobile connectivity
available at sea can make traditional cloud
applications difficult to implement. However,
innovative localised connectivity systems, such
as those offered by Port-WiFi in ports, and
UK-based startup Voneus in remote land areas,
indicate that this barrier is not insurmountable.
Further, there is the requirement for operational
data and messaging systems to be be approved
by regulatory bodies before they can be adopted
en masse. Again, on this front, there has been
significant progress, with collaborative projects
including the Pronto port call optimisation
platform being led by Dutch startup Teqplay.

CASE STUDY

PORT CALL OPTIMISATION
| TEQPLAY
Every year around 30,000 ocean going ships call at
the port of Rotterdam.26 Currently all of the required
berthing information is communicated by phone
and email, which is highly inefficient. To combat this
issue, the Port of Rotterdam put together a Port Call
Optimisation Task Force in 2014. The task force is
made up of major ship operators from around the
world including Shell, Maersk, MSC, CMA CGM, and
the ports of Algeciras, Busan, Gothenburg, Houston,
Rotterdam, Singapore and Ningbo Zhoushan.
The result of the collaboration is Pronto, an
application built on top of the event-engine
developed by three year old startup Teqplay.
Teqplay delivers solutions which provide ports,
shipping companies, agents, terminal operators,
and service providers with a shared operational view
and joint platform for the exchange of information
related to their port calls. Using a combination of
publicly available data and private data submitted
by participants, it is possible for any stakeholder to
get a real time and planned overview of the port and
vessel movements within. Stakeholders can use apps
or applications developed by Teqplay, or hook in an
API to bring relevant data into their own system.

26 Port Call Optimisation, Port of Rotterdam, 2018
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Based on historical information combined with
the actual situation, the platform constructs a
timeline per vessel containing both predicted
and actual events, starting from an accurately
calculated estimated time of arrival at the
pilot station. All stakeholders are continuously
informed of the ship’s progress in real time.
This dynamic timeline has allowed vessel
operators to cut waiting times at the port
up to 20%, allowing ships to sail slower and
therefore make huge fuel and emissions
savings. Over 1,000 miles, a 1 knot reduction of
speed translates to 45 tonnes less fuel burnt
and 135 tonne reduction of CO2 emissions.27
Across every industry, it is becoming possible
to collect and process vast amounts of data.
Shipping is slightly behind the curve on this,
again because of connectivity issues for ships at
sea. However, as new low-earth orbit satellite
constellations become comercially available,
it will be possible to transfer vast amounts of
data to and from a ship in real time. These data
exchange systems will be powered by new
techniques for collecting rich data onboard ships,
including IoT sensors in marine engines, allowing
manufacturers and engineers to undertake
proactive rather than reactive maintenance.
Finnish tech company Eniram uses data
collected from vessels’ bridge, automation
systems, and onboard sensors to track the
operational status of clients’ ships. The data
is then processed and used to create insights
to help the crew improve the operation of the
vessel in real time. Marine engine manufacturer
Wärtsilä, who acquired Eniram in 2016, has
created a dynamic maintenance planning service
which relies on IoT sensors to monitor engine
condition. This has been shown to reduce
maintenance costs by up to 15% and reduce
unscheduled maintenance stops by 95%.28
It is not just engines that require maintenance:
ships themselves are manned by skilled crews
of men and women who are away from home
for months at a time, carrying out highly
demanding work. Indeed, if a crew member
falls ill while in the middle of the Pacific Ocean,
help can sometimes be weeks away. UK startup
ZS Wellness provides wearable devices to crew
members that track health data in real-time, and
make lifestyle and exercise recommendations
to individuals,. Anonymised data is then used to
help employers ensure that crew have access
to the right facilities and food while on board.29
27

Port Call Optimisation, Port of Rotterdam

28 Making the most of perfect maintenance timing, Wartsila, 2011
29 Wellness Analytics, ZS Wellness, 2018

Finally, by combining IoT and open source data
with mathematical models of how ships perform
in particular conditions, it is possible to create
a digital twin of any vessel. These ‘twins’ can
be used for a whole host of different purposes
including testing new engine configurations,
sailing speeds, and even design features. As
well as creating digital twins, ship and port
operators can use real time data to monitor
their assets and optimise their use, minimising
downtime and maximising productivity.

CASE STUDY

PORT ASSET
OPTIMISATION | PORTX
Founded in 2016, PortX is a joint venture between
vessel tracking platform ShipX and global tug
boat operator Kotug International. Combining
ShipX’s global vessel movement algorithms
with Kotug’s operational experience of running
a fleet of more than 100 tugs, PortX is able to
provide port performance reporting and real
time optimisation of port movements under the
brand name OptiPort. The startup is able to track
vessel movements across almost every port in the
world which allows them to offer comprehensive
performance reporting, port call benchmarking,
and strategic advice to their clients. As well as
benchmarking performance, PortX are able to
proactively optimise the despatch of port-related
assets like tugboats, pilot boats, and linesmen in
real time using proprietary forecasting algorithms.
PortX’s long term goals are to put the right
information in the hands of the right people at
the right time to enable them to make better
decisions, an ambition which extends beyond
individual ports. For example, it is possible that
instead of anchoring while waiting for a berth,
it would be more efficient for a vessel to go to
a nearby port which is less busy, or slow down,
saving fuel, to arrive at exactly the right time.
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CARGO OPERATIONS
As well as the stability of the vessel, cargo
planners and the ship’s crew need to take
dangerous goods into consideration. On ships
carrying cargo en masse, such as tankers and
bulk carriers, this is a relatively straightforward
process, but on container ships and ferries, it
is always a complex puzzle. From toilet bleach
to nuclear waste, anything that might cause
a hazard to health or become dangerous
in certain conditions fits into one of nine
dangerous goods categories. Each category
and subcategory has its own rules specifying
where on a ship it can be placed and how close
it can be placed to other dangerous cargos.

There are many different types of ship, but the
reason they come into port is almost always
the same: there is cargo to load and cargo
to discharge. Once a ship is safely alongside,
the ship’s agent will board the vessel to assist
the captain and officers with the paperwork
required for the duration of the port stay.
Depending on the origin and trading pattern of
the ship, immigration officials, customs officials,
quarantine inspectors, and safety inspectors
from the shipping company and local authorities
will also board the ship to check papers or carry
out physical inspections of the ship, its crew,
and cargo. Where required, once the ship is
ready to start cargo operations, the captain will
issue a notice of readiness (NOR). If accepted,
the ship is then deemed to have officially
arrived and cargo operations can commence.
Cargo operations onboard a ship can be
extremely complex, and if not done right, can
be highly dangerous. In the same way that a
dingy or small motorboat will capsize if one
side is too heavy, cargo operations have to
be carefully planned to ensure that the ship
is loaded or discharged evenly. Too much
weight on one side could cause it to capsize,
and too much weight in the middle or on the
ends can cause it to split in two horizontally.

The combination of vessel stability requirements
and dangerous goods rules means that loading
a container ship is like playing a game of 3D
chess on a board with 10,000 pieces. Load
planning for container ships has been carried
out by computers for many years, but ensuring
that containers have been loaded correctly
is still a manual process, carried out by the
ship’s crew with assistance from shore-side
‘stevedores’. It is not just containers ships
that need to load or discharge cargo. Oils and
chemicals from tankers are pumped ashore by
the ship’s cargo pumps into vast storage tanks
to wait for processing or further shipment. Dry
bulk cargoes are usually picked up by cranes
or carried on conveyors belts off the ship to
either open or enclosed storage areas.

TECH INSIGHT
Currently, the principal method of contact
between the ship’s crew and personnel on the
shore is by VHF radio, which is a reliable but
limited method of communication. One of the
simplest ways to improve the efficiency of
cargo operations is to improve communication
between the stakeholders involved. Outside
of improved communication, the scope for
digitising the movement of physical goods
from one place to another is limited. At some
point, a mechanical process is required,
whether it is a crane moving a container, a
conveyor belt shifting coal, or a pump sucking
oil from a tank. That said, the way the process
is controlled, executed, and monitored can
be digitised to improve the speed of the
mechanical operation, and reduce the risks
involved when something goes wrong.
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CASE STUDY

AI-DRIVEN PORT CALL
PLANNING | PORTCHAIN
Successfully getting a ship in to port, loading
and discharging cargo, and getting it out again
requires a huge amount of planning. Port
managers spend hours devising and amending
the operational plans and schedules that ensure
that all the actors involved are in the right place
at the right time. It is a manual process, which
Danish startup Portchain wants to change. With
€1.4million of funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020
project, Portchain has set about building AI-driven
tools to radically improve the port call process.
Portchain’s first product is ‘Port Call Plan’:
a software-as-a-service (SaaS) application
which connects key parties in the supply chain,
including port authorities, terminals, and service
providers. It allows all stakeholders to view real
time progress and updates on vessels’ schedules.
By exchanging and updating information in real
time, they are able to reduce port call planning
time by 1 - 2 hours every day, and eliminate the
need for emails and phone calls back and forth
when changes are made at short notice.
Portchain has also developed a ‘Berth Optimization
Engine’ which uses AI to generate berthing
scenarios based on the priorities of the port. This
allows their clients to optimise the allocation of
container terminal resources, including making
quayside cranes which lift containers on and off
vessels as productive as possible and maximising
productive time for berths in the port.

AUTOMATIC GANTRY
CRANES NEVER HAVE
TO STOP FOR SHIFT
CHANGES, THEY DO
NOT GET SICK, THEY DO
NOT TAKE LEAVE, AND
MOST IMPORTANTLY,
THEY KEEP HUMANS
OUT OF POTENTIALLY
DANGEROUS
ENVIRONMENTS.

Gantry cranes are vast structures used to pick
containers off a ship and move them ashore.
Generally, these are manually operated.
However, there are some terminal operators,
including DP World and APM Terminals, forging
a path to autonomous crane operations in
Europe and the Middle East. Autonomous
cranes cannot work faster than the best
humans yet, but their principal advantage is
consistency. The best human operators can
move around 60 containers every hour, with
the best autonomous cranes currently able
to move 25-30 containers per hour.30 Gantry
crane manufacturer Kalmar expects to be able
to move 40-45 containers per hour with their
autonomous cranes as they improve.31 Although
they are currently half the speed of a very good
human, they are consistent. Automatic gantry
cranes never have to stop for shift changes,
they do not get sick, they do not take leave,
and most importantly, they keep humans out
of potentially dangerous environments.
Another major issue for cargo moving-equipment
is that it can unexpectedly break down. If
a crane or cargo pump stops working for a
prolonged period, it can cause major disruption,
not just to the ship currently on the berth,
but to all the ships that are waiting to come
into the port. Indeed, downtime is incredibly
costly for all of the stakeholders involved.
However, a combination of well-connect IoT
systems and AI can help to create proactive

30 Kalmar Automated Terminals, Kalmar, 2017
31

Kalmar Automated Terminals, Kalmar, 2017
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maintenance programmes. By predicting
breakdowns ahead of time, manufacturers
can carry out preventative maintenance on
machinery, minimising equipment failure.
Dynamic maintenance plans do not only
reduce equipment downtime, but they are also
cheaper than the traditional model of regular
maintenance. This ensures that engineers only
spend time on equipment that needs it.
There is also scope for improvements to be
made to the physical processes of moving
cargo on or off ships. Although the outside
of a ship is smooth, the inside is made up of
a steel frame that gives the ship its structure.
On bulk carriers, cargo can collect in hard to
reach areas of this frame making it incredibly
difficult to discharge. Currently, the job is
done by hand, putting workers in a dangerous
environment, and increasing the risk of damage
to the ship or environment. Dutch startup
The Big Smile has developed an industrial
machine that uses high pulsating air pressure
to blast cargo out of hard to reach spaces.
Their method takes people out of the picture,
reduces waste, and minimises pollution.32
30% of worldwide food production is wasted in
the supply chain.33 Although the bulk of cargo
operations take place in port, it is worth noting
that while a ship is at sea it is the responsibility
of the crew to ensure it arrives safe. In 2014, 5.9
million TEU of refrigerated containers (reefers)
were traded globally.34 Reefers carry everything
from meat and veg, to flowers and medicine.
As reefers have power and carry high value
cargoes, they can support a business case for
IoT devices much better than dry containers can.
Maersk Line has adopted IoT across their cold
supply chain. In the first six months of 2017, this
Remote Container Management system flagged
up 4,500 incorrect container temperatures.
In 200 of those cases, if the crew had not
intervened, the cargo would have spoiled
costing millions of dollars in insurance claims.35

32 Shakedown Pitch, The Big Smile, 2018
33 Beyond Visibility: Why Live Data from the IoT Holds
the Key to Cold Chain Excellence, Csence, 2017
34

Global Reefer Trade 2014, Drewry, 2015

35 Maersk Line launches Remote Container
Management for customers, Maersk, 2017

CASE STUDY

MINIMISING IDLE TIME
FOR SHIPS IN PORT
| CARGOMATE
It is very difficult to accurately
predict how long it will take to
complete cargo operations in every
port around the world, meaning that
ships often spend unnecessary time
in port when they could be at sea.
London-based startup CargoMate
has developed new technology
which helps vessel operators to
predict cargo completion times
in advance. By predicting cargo
completion times in advance,
CargoMate makes it possible for
container ships to sail early, and
therefore sail slower saving fuel,
money and the environment.
By replacing the ship’s paper cargo
logbook with a smart device,
the crew can log cargo operations events as
they happen. The data is then transmitted to
CargoMate’s platform in real time where it is fed
into machine learning algorithms that predict
the earliest time the ship will be able to leave
port. Predictions and port productivity data
can be displayed on a stakeholder dashboard,
or fed into other collaborative systems using
an API. As well as aiding operational decision
making, CargoMate’s dataset can be used to help
improve strategy decisions when designing the
routes and networks that shipping lines operate.
By saving an average of one hour in every
port, CargoMate believe ship operators using
the platform can save $60,000 USD per ship
per year in fuel costs alone. CargoMate’s
long term vision is a world where technology
enables just-in-time logistics across the supply
chain: ships arrive and depart the port exactly
when they need to, maximising efficiency
and minimising environmental impact.
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COMMERCIAL
PROCESSES
As well as the physical complexities of getting
goods from a factory to your home, there are
also commercial and legal complexities. To
illustrate this, take the example of a container
full of flat screen TVs manufactured in China
being shipped to the UK. The manufacturer of
the goods - the shipper - will engage a freight
forwarder to arrange the transport of the
container. The freight forwarder will put together
all of the required paperwork, and book the
transportation with road hauliers and a carrier - a
shipping company who operates a ship travelling
the required route for the container. Once the
ship arrives in the UK, the container will be
discharged from the vessel and stored in the
port until it has cleared customs, at which point
the container can be delivered to the entity
receiving the goods, known as the consignee.
Throughout this process, there is somewhere
in the region of £100,000 worth of goods (400
flat screen TVs), changing ownership from a
Chinese exporter to a UK importer via a ship that
is registered in Panama, owned in Germany, and
crewed by Filipino nationals. Such a complicated
import process gives rise to a number of
correspondingly complicated questions: at what
point does ownership of the goods change? Who
is liable if something goes wrong? And under
which country’s laws can legal action be taken?
To handle the inherent commercial complexity
of moving goods around the world, a system has
evolved over the last millennium that codifies the
legal considerations outlined above. The system
is heavily reliant on paperwork, certificates, and
documentation, all of which often still need to
exist in a physical form. The most important
document in global ocean trade is the bill of
lading, which serves as evidence of the contract
of transport, as a receipt to the shipper, and as
a document of title through which ownership
of the goods can be transferred. The bill of
lading was invented in the 1500s and it has not
changed drastically since then: it contains the
origin and destination of the cargo, the identity
of the shipper and consignee, a description
of the goods, and the details of any other
parties involved in the transaction. There are
different types of bill of lading which can be
issued based on a number of factors including
the condition of the cargo and exactly how
far the goods are being carried under this
contract (eg. port to port, or door to door).

AROUND 1,400
CONTAINERS ARE
LOST AT SEA EVERY
YEAR, WHICH
CONSTITUTES A
VAST AMOUNT
OF LOST VALUE
THAT NEEDS TO BE
RECOVERED.

For goods to be successfully shipped around
the world, there are a whole host of other
documents required to support the bill of
lading. These include a commercial invoice
(which acts as a customs declaration), a letter
of credit (which guarantees payment from
the buyer’s bank on receipt of the goods), a
hazardous goods declaration, and a packing list
(which contains more detailed information on
the goods being shipped). Although the bill of
lading sits at the centre of the process, without
the support of these ancillary documents, goods
would never reach their final destination.
Shipping is inherently risky: millions of containers
are transported around the world each year in
potentially treacherous conditions. According
to a 2017 survey by the World Shipping Council,
around 1,400 containers are lost at sea every
year,36 which constitutes a vast amount of lost
value that needs to be recovered. Every year,
nearly $30 billion is spent on marine insurance
premiums, covering everything from cargo
carried on board ships to the people and
machinery that drives them.37 Ships are covered
by two types of insurance - Hull and Machinery,
36 Number of Container lost at sea falling,
survey shows, GCaptain, 2017
37 Global marine underwriting premiums continue to fall,
reports IUMI, International Union of Marine Insurance, 2017
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which covers exactly what it describes, and
Protection & Indemnity (P&I) which covers
almost everything else. Hull and Machinery
providers are traditional insurers, whereas
P&I clubs are usually mutual assurance
organisations. Ship owners pay into the club
each year to spread potential risk: if one of
the members suffers a cargo claim or the
loss of a ship, the club will cover their claim.
The documents discussed above play a
major role in the insurance process, acting
as proof of the existence and particulars
of goods, or to prove that transactions
actually took place as described.

TECH INSIGHT
The commercial processes involved in shipping
goods is one of the most compelling use cases
for blockchain in the world. If the chain of
paperwork through the supply chain is broken,
goods can be held at customs, not released to
the consignee, or worse still, not arrive at their
destination at all. The problem with paperwork
is that it can be forged, lost, damaged, or stolen
meaning that a significant amount of trust is
required for today’s system to work. Currently,
in the vast majority of cases, paperwork like
bills of lading needs to be couriered around
the world from shipper to receiver, which is
highly expensive and inefficient. In August this
year, Slovenian startup CargoX successfully
trialled the world’s first blockchain-based
smart bill of lading. The shipment, a container
of clothing and textiles, was shipped by one
of the world’s largest freight forwarders from
Shanghai, China to Koper, Slovenia. The bill of
lading was issued electronically and transferred
using a secure public blockchain network in
just a couple of minutes, instead of days or
weeks. CargoX’s Smart Bill of Lading costs
just $15 to implement: this represents an 85%
reduction of the average cost of transferring
the documents by traditional means.38

38 A day to remember: The first ever blockchain-based CargoX
Smart B/L™ has successfully completed its historic mission
during a trial shipment from China to Europe, CargoX, 2018

CASE STUDY

BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED
SHIPPING | MARINE
TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL
In June 2013, the 90,000 tonne container ship MOL Comfort
broke in two off the coast of Yemen: the two halves of the
ship sank in the weeks following the ship breaking apart.
While none of the crew was seriously hurt, the incident
cost insurers in the region of $400million.39 Although it is
believed that the MOL Comfort’s design was fundamentally
flawed, a major contributing factor to the sinking of the
vessel was the incorrect declaration of weights of the
containers loaded on board. This led to too much weight
being loaded in the centre of the vessel, causing it to break
apart in rough weather. Solas VGM, one of Marine Transport
International’s (MTI) first products, is a digital register of
packed container weights, or verified gross mass (VGM).
After the MOL Comfort and other disasters, the law
was changed to require shippers to declare container
weights before they are loaded to a ship. This was a
highly manual process, forcing shippers to manually
calculate individual container weights and submit them
to carriers. Solas VGM, which has recorded tens of
thousands of transactions to date, allows shippers to
digitally complete this process, reducing the cost and the
administrative burden that came with the new regulations.
As well as improving maritime safety by recording container
weights, MTI is now tackling a wider efficiency and
transparency problem within the industry. COMSHIP is a
blockchain-enabled platform which allows clients to view
rates and book shipments directly with carriers. All of the
data is stored on a blockchain, making it accessible to all
stakeholders on the platform, fully secure, and managed
without a central authority. As well as booking carriers,
clients can also securely store and manage all of the end
to end documentation related to a shipment including
bills of lading, reducing the risk and cost that comes with
being heavily reliant on paper. MTI is also developing
smart contracts, which will automatically execute financial
transactions based on bills of lading in the system.

39 MOL Comfort Cost Insurers $400million, Maritime Connector, 2013
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As well as the paperwork, transaction costs
and times are very inefficient: it can take a long
time for payments to be made between the
shipper, carrier and the consignee, and if cargo
is lost or damaged, it can take months for a
claim to be processed and paid. Creating smart
contracts on the blockchain could allow for
instant payment of fees upon delivery of goods,
or an instant insurance payout if goods are lost
or damaged en route to a destination. Tracking
data from the cargo or vessel could provide
an immutable record of the goods’ journey
across the world, flagging up irregularities to
authorities and reducing the burden on security
services at the border. Indeed, Hong Kong-based
300Cubits successfully executed the shipping
industry’s first smart contract in March 2018.
There is a problem with ‘no-show bookings’
in container shipping, where a cargo owner
books a slot on a ship but does not deliver to
the departure port on time. To compensate,
carriers overbook their own vessels to be sure it
will be full when it sails. This often means that
cargo owners that deliver to the port on time
cannot load their containers on the vessel.
To combat this inherent lack of trust between
cargo owners and carriers, 300Cubits created
an Ethereum-based token called ‘TEU’ to act
as a booking deposit. Both the shipper and
carrier use TEU tokens as a trustless bond when
agreeing a booking. If the cargo is successfully
loaded onto the ship, a smart contract
automatically returns the token to the parties. If
something goes wrong, the party at fault loses
their deposit and the party that was wronged
is compensated accordingly. Creating an
enforceable booking contract improves reliability
for shippers and improves revenues for carriers.
As the industry becomes able to collect and
process increasing amounts of data concerning
cargo and ships around the world, new
opportunities are also emerging in the marine
insurance market. Every voyage and every cargo
is different, with different weather conditions,
cargo, vessel types, crews, and security
requirements for each voyage. This makes it
difficult for underwriters to judge the level of
risk involved in any one particular shipment,
meaning expensive premiums and unreliable
returns for insurers. By analysing big data in
real time, it is possible to create dynamic risk
profiles of individual routes, individual ships, and
even individual cargo items. As well as using big
data to become better judges of risk, insurers
are also now able to track fragile or expensive

cargo using sensors. If the refrigeration unit on
a container full of Alaskan salmon breaks down
half way across the Pacific, it is now possible for
a temperature sensor on board the unit to trigger
an insurance claim which can be processed and
paid before the ship has even arrived in port.

CASE STUDY

A NEW WAY OF LOOKING
AT RISK | CONCIRRUS
London startup Concirrus uses data to improve the
marine insurance market. Founded in 2012, Concirrus
uses large datasets such as vessel statistics, movements,
local weather, machinery information, and traditional
demographic data to improve how insurers view risk.
By combining their datasets with historical claims data,
Concirrus can use machine learning to identify the
behaviours and conditions that correlate to claims.
Concirrus’ Quest Marine product offering helps insurers,
re-insurers, brokers, and P&I clubs to segment and
optimise their portfolios and identify new sources of
risk and opportunity. By painting an accurate picture
of good risk, poor risk and avoidable risk Concirrus
allows clients to set better technical pricing and
keep the right reserves, simultaneously reducing
their exposure and increasing their profitability.
As well as improving risk for existing portfolios, the
datasets provided by Concirrus can also be used
to allow insurers to offer targeted coverage that
reflects what a vessel is doing at any given time.
Connected marine insurance policies use accurate,
real-time data to provide a transparent view of risk,
which can be automatically used to allow insurance
customers to pay only for the coverage they need.
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CASE STUDY

A DIGITAL LAYER ON TOP
OF A PAPER INDUSTRY
| TRAYDSTREAM
It can take anywhere between six and 24 days
for banks to process all of the documents
involved in a shipment. This means goods
can sometimes get stuck in ports for days
at a time, waiting for customs clearance or
proof of ownership from the consignee.

As well as putting together all of the required
paperwork, a freight forwarder brokers a deal
between the shipper and carrier. To date,
freight forwarding has been principally based
on relationships, nurtured in person, and
maintained over the phone and on email. By
building positive relationships with shippers,
carriers and authorities, a freight forwarder is
able to transport anything to anywhere in the
world, but their business model relies on a lack
of transparency in the system. As market data
becomes more abundant, the traditional freight
forwarder business model is increasingly at risk.
There is a significant opportunity for disruptors
and innovative freight forwarders to take market
share from their paper-reliant counterparts.
Berlin-based startup FreightHub is an innovative
young company attempting to do just that.
FreightHub is an entirely digital freight forwarder
that offers instant quotes, real-time tracking,
exception handling, and supply chain analytics
in a single dashboard. Founded in 2016, the
company has already scaled to over 1,000
clients and 100 members of staff. The success of
companies like FreightHub is certainly a signal
towards the future of the freight forwarding
industry. The forwarders that will survive will be
the those that embrace emerging technology.
By digitalising their heavily paper-based
processes, they can increase their own efficiency
and service, while reducing their costs.

Set up in 2016, UK-based Traydstream has
developed a cloud platform which intelligently
extracts data from paper documents. Using a
basic office scanner, clients can import paper
trade documents and have them instantly
checked for accuracy against tens of thousands
of global and regional regulations, distributed
to the right stakeholders, and stored securely in
the cloud. Rather than trying to fundamentally
change a system of documentation which has
existed for hundreds of years, the platform is
design to sit on top of it and automate all of the
manual work and inaccuracy that comes with it.
At any one time, $100 billion of working capital
is tied up in financial systems through poor
process management. So far, Traydstream has
been able to make processing time for shipping
documents substantially faster. Indeed, during
one pilot programme, the platform was able to
bring client document processing time down
from over three weeks to just ten minutes.
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CUSTOMS
Any national customs authority has two main
aims: to collect appropriate tariffs on goods
entering the country, and to manage the
flow of controlled goods such as food, animal
products, and weapons across the border. In
the UK, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) is the body responsible for UK customs
policy and for collecting tariffs, with the UK
Border Force - a law enforcement command of
the Home Office - responsible for operational
enforcement of customs and immigration.
Customs goes far beyond simply collecting
tariffs: it involves the enforcement of a complex
set of rules and regulations which ensure
the goods imported to this country are of an
adequate standard. In total 26 government
departments feed in to HMRC’s work, including
the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs, Department for International Trade,
Health and Safety Executive, Medicines and
Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency, and
even Arts Council England.40 The work of these
agencies ensures that the imported toys we buy,
food we eat, and medicine we consume is safe.
While HMRC and the UK Border Force have
overall responsibility for the customs system, in
practical terms government agencies are only
a piece of the puzzle. The customs ecosystem
in the UK is a highly collaborative public-private
partnership made up of traders, ports, hauliers,
community system providers, customs brokers,
freight forwarders, ship’s agents, and vessel
operators. Currently, anyone who wants to trade
goods between the UK and a non-EU country
will need to register with HMRC as an Economic
Operator. If they are trading a controlled good
(for instance, medicine), they will also need
to apply for a license with the appropriate
government agency. Once registered and
licensed, a trader is ready to begin importing
and exporting. Each time they want to move
goods across the border, the trader must
complete a customs declaration, usually handled
by a customs broker or freight forwarder. The
declaration details what is being shipped and
the value it is being sold for. This information is
logged to HMRC’s customs declaration platform
by a community systems provider. Payment
of any tariffs becomes due once imported
goods have been cleared at the border.

40 The Customs Declaration Service, National Audit Office, 2017

CURRENTLY, DOCUMENTATION
CHECKS ARE CARRIED OUT ON
JUST 3% OF UK IMPORTS. THIS
SYSTEM MEANS THAT HIGHRISK TRADE CAN BE PROPERLY
VETTED WHILE ALLOWING
THE MAJORITY OF TRADE TO
PASS ACROSS THE BORDER
UNHINDERED.

The combination of regulation and the growing
volume of goods being imported and exported
means that customs enforcement is increasingly
intelligence-led. When goods are being exported
from the UK, HMRC will receive a customs
declaration before the goods can be cleared
to leave the country. The declaration is used
as the basis for a risk assessment: the type,
volume and value of the goods is checked along
with the identity and trading pattern of the
trader. With this data gathered, a decision can
be made to carry out a full inspection of the
documents or of the goods. The same process
occurs when goods are being imported, as
a customs declaration is made as soon as is
practically possible before the goods arrive
in the UK. The level of risk is assessed and a
decision on further checks is made. Currently,
documentation checks are carried out on just
3% of UK imports.41 This system means that
high-risk trade can be properly vetted while
allowing the majority of trade to pass across the
border unhindered. Whatever happens when
the UK exits the EU, this system is likely to come
under some strain, but, with a vast potential
increase in customs checks, the situation will
be particularly acute in a ‘no-deal’ scenario.

41

Implementing Brexit: Customs, Institute for Government, 2017
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A major part of the customs system rests on
knowing the country of origin for traded goods.
While this may be appear simple, in reality,
the supply chain for any individually traded
good can be made up of hundreds of different
suppliers from countries all over the world.
Together, the constituent parts of an iPhone
have a footprint of at least 160,000 miles,
with well over 20 suppliers (spread across 3
continents) contributing to its manufacture.
The unlock button alone goes on a 12,000mile journey before it is fitted to the finished
product.42 If so many countries are involved in
the manufacture of the iPhone, which country
has it been exported from for customs purposes?
Rules of origin were established by the
World Trade Organisation to ground rules for
interpreting the origination of imported goods.
When goods are manufactured across multiple
countries, the country of origin is the place
where the last significant transformation took
place. The last significant transformation is
interpreted in a number of different ways across
countries and trading blocs. Generally, however,
it is the country where either a change of tariff
classification occured, the greatest amount of
value was added to the good (known as ‘ad
valorem’), or the country where the product
was finally assembled. To authenticate the
origin of goods, local authorities or chambers
of commerce issue certificates of origin. These
paper documents must be issued by a trusted
authority and dictate what the country of origin
is as well as ensuring that the goods comply
with rules of origin for customs purposes.
Currently, around half of the UK’s imports
arrive from within the EU, meaning that
there are no customs checks in place at all.
As we outline in our following section on the
UK’s customs policy horizon, if the UK leaves
the EU, the level of customs checks at our
borders will depend entirely on the agreement
negotiated by both sides. Whatever the final
outcome, customs checks on at least some
imported goods will become much more
complex once we have exited from the EU.

TECH INSIGHT
The most significant technological development
for UK customs is HMRC’s new Customs
Declaration Service (CDS). This platform will
replace the current customs processing system
- Customs Handling of Import and Export
42 Door to Door: The Magnificent, Maddening,
Mysterious World of Transportation, Humes, 2017

Freight (CHIEF). CHIEF has has been in operation
for over 20 years and currently processes
around 55 million customs declarations and
£34 billion in tariffs each year. In 2013, the
EU adopted new rules requiring member
states to digitise customs declarations: HMRC
responded by designing a new system, CDS,
which is due to fully launch in January 2019.
CDS is a modular customs platform, using
commercially available technology provided
by IBM and European Dynamics to manage
customs declarations and collect tariffs. The CDS
modules are built to integrate with technology
that carries out HMRC’s other functions,
such as risk management and reporting.
The development of CDS is certainly welltimed, but by itself might not be sufficient to
meet the challenge posed by Brexit. CHIEF
was designed to process a maximum of
100 million customs declarations per year.
Subject to the new customs arrangement
negotiated with the EU, HMRC’s estimate of
the maximum number of customs declarations
per year after Brexit is 255 million.
Even with the introduction of CDS, the extra
administrative burden on traders could cause
problems for small and large traders alike. This
burden will be compounded by complications
around rules of origin for goods manufactured
across the UK and EU. Despite the complexity
of the situation and paperwork involved, the
technology exists to automate the vast majority
of the administration. There is an obvious use
case for the application of blockchain technology
to track rules of origin, calculate tariffs, and
execute payments on a smart contract but,
as is often the case, customs policy must
change before this can become a reality.
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CASE STUDY

ENSURING POST-BREXIT
COMPLIANCE
| LUMINANCE
Although not directly involved in the trade
sector, London-based LegalTech startup
Luminance is having a big impact on the legal
sector. Luminance’s AI-powered platform
uses cutting-edge pattern recognition
algorithms to search thousands of documents
to ensure legal compliance and flag up risk.
The Luminance platform can be used for
any project or transaction with only minimal
training required. It learns to recognise new
legal concepts, in any language or specialism,
so that users can build their own knowledge
and expertise into the system. Luminance is the
only legal technology available on the market
that is capable of employing unsupervised
machine learning. This approach means that
it does not need any input from a human
to identify similarities or anomalies across
vast numbers of contracts and documents
in any language, currency, or jurisdiction.43
Although most of the company’s work to date
has been focussed on M&A due diligence for
large corporates, they are increasingly carrying
out Brexit compliance audits on behalf of
clients. The platform has been employed to
review thousands of contracts against the
legal ramifications of Britain’s exit from the
EU. Through Luminance, clients have been
able to reduce the time spent on Brexit
compliance reviews by 75%.44 As HMRC and other
government organisations look for technology
systems to make customs declarations more
efficient, the UK’s thriving LegalTech sector can
help to forge a new path.

43

Why Luminance, Luminance, 2017

44

Customer Case Study: Brexit compliance review, Luminance, 2018

COMBINING AI INSIGHTS
FROM CUSTOMS
DECLARATIONS WITH
AUTOMATED TRACKING
TECHNOLOGY COULD
ALLOW THE BORDER
FORCE AND HMRC TO
INTERCEPT SUSPICIOUS
CONSIGNMENTS AWAY
FROM THE FRONTIER.

In June 2018, a collaboration between local
chamber of commerce Business West, and IT
consultancy i2i Infinity successfully processed
the first ever European Certificate of Origin
through Blockchain technology. Business
West issue between 30,000 and 40,000 paper
certificates of origin for exported goods each
year, with this number expected to dramatically
increase after Brexit. By moving the certificate
of origin process over to the blockchain,
Business West will decrease the administration
costs for traders, whilst at the same time
improving the security of the certificates.
Indeed, it is much easier for fraudsters to
pirate or photoshop a paper certificate than
it is to alter an entry on a Blockchain.45
As well as the administrative burden on traders,
it has been well documented that Brexit could
place a major physical burden on UK ports and
borders. Almost all UK ports have no facilities to
process customs checks at or near the border.
Indeed, freight and passenger vehicles have
rolled through Dover, the UK’s largest port,
with no checks for more than two decades.
The port operates close to capacity most of the
time, and the sheer volume of freight which
passes through makes it susceptible to major
congestion when operations are even slightly
disrupted. This can be so severe that Kent Police
use a special procedure known as Operation
Stack when disruption occurs. Operation Stack
45 First ever European Certificate of Origin through
Blockchain, Business West / Martin, 2018
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involves turning the M20 into a mass lorry
park: a procedure that has been implemented
nearly 100 times since 1996.46 Whatever the
outcome of the Brexit negotiations, for UK
ports to continue to properly function, there
will almost certainly be a need to extend the
implementation of customs checks at the border.
One clear solution to this is to use technology
to extend the intelligence-led operation which
currently exists inland. Combining AI insights
from customs declarations with automated
tracking technology could allow the Border Force
and HMRC to intercept suspicious consignments
away from the frontier. Indeed, the vast amount
of data that will be collected by CDS represents
a significant opportunity for smart prediction
and interception. One of the most compelling
and well-established use cases of artificial
intelligence in government (from healthcare, to
policing, to law-courts) is recognising patterns
in vast datasets to improve predictive decisionmaking. By applying artificial intelligence to the
hundreds of millions of customs declarations
processed each year, there is clearly scope for a
system to flag suspicious activity or irregularities
that require further human intervention.

CASE STUDY

AI-POWERED CUSTOMS
CLEARANCE | AIDOCK
A portfolio company of theDOCK, Israel’s
maritime innovation accelerator, AiDock has
developed an automated customs clearance
platform that reduces the admin burden on
freight forwarders and speeds up the customs
process. AiDock’s system uses artificial
intelligence to process and analyse all of the
import documents required and generates
customs clearance files automatically.
Further, the system uses a big data learning
algorithm to adapt to market and regulatory
changes, providing a high level of precision
across jurisdictions around the world. As well
as bringing costs down (by minimising the
requirement for human input) the system
is faster than what’s currently available on
the market. AiDock can complete a customs
declaration file in just a few minutes, making
it possible for clients to receive declarations
files even before the container has arrived at its
destination port.

Subsequently, tracking vehicles that have
entered or left the UK, whether by ferry, tunnel,
or the land border in Ireland, and connecting
them to customs declarations in CDS would
allow the UK government and its European
counterparts to enforce customs policy with
minimal disruption to the borders.

46 Operation Stack: What is the cost of
Calais chaos to the UK?, BBC, 2015
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CASE STUDY

REDEFINING CUSTOMS
BROKING | INLT
As it currently stands, customs broking
requires large amounts of administration,
almost all of which is paper-based.
Due to the absence of technology in
the customs market, there is a lack of
transparency, which is often leveraged
by brokers to charge unreasonably high
fees for their work. INLT, a new USbased startup is working to redefine
the role of the customs broker in the
supply chain by creating a central hub for
stakeholders in the customs process.
By offering a cloud-based customs
broking platform, INLT is able to provide
shippers, receivers, and agents real-time
updates, eliminating the back-and-forth
communication usually associated with
the process. As well as communication,
INLT’s platform is able to store
documentation in a single, secure place
for 24/7 access, and display shipment
tracking data in a single dashboard.
INLT’s pricing structure sets it apart from
the traditional customs broking industry.
Instead of paying multiple invoices for
each stage of the process, INLT clients are
charged a monthly subscription and a flat
fee for each customs clearance. Not only
does this simplify the billing process but
it saves clients money: INLT has projected
that this service can reduce clients’ customs
brokerage costs between 50%-90%.

PORT
MANAGEMENT
37 million tonnes of trade passes through the
port of Southampton every year.47 This covers
everything from containers full of toilet roll, to
the petrol that goes into your car. Ensuring that
trade runs smoothly and safely through the port
is an operation that requires a dedicated and
skilled team to work round the clock every day
of the year. Once a ship has discharged its cargo,
it is up to the port to move it to the right place
for customs checks, further processing, to be
loaded on to trains, or collected by road hauliers.
After a container has been discharged from a
vessel, it will be transported to a storage stack
until it is ready to be collected or inspected.
A computer system, known as a terminal
operating system (TOS), automatically tracks
where individual containers are in the port,
and plans the work of the gantry cranes and
trucks (known as straddle carriers) that move
containers around the port as required. Despite
their size, ports have a limited capacity to
store goods. If container storage within the
port is not properly managed it can cause
ships to be left waiting to load or discharge
cargo that has been stored incorrectly.
Disruption to the onward supply chain caused
by delays in port can cost small businesses
thousands. In June and July 2018, the port of
Felixstowe installed a new terminal operating
system to manage container flows with
disastrous results. Although now stable, the
new system could not effectively manage
the discharge of containers and their journey
through the port. It is believed that freight
forwarders, hauliers and shippers lost hundreds
of thousands of pounds because of containers
being left on board ships which chose to cut
and run to maintain their schedules or divert to
other ports entirely to avoid the disruption.48
Once a container is ready to leave the port,
it can either be loaded onto a train or picked
up by a road haulage company. For a trucker
to pick up or drop off a container, they must
go through a series of gates which log who
47

Implementing Brexit: Customs, Institute for Government, 2017

48 Port of Felixstowe fiasco - what went wrong?,
Seatrade Maritime New, July 2018
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THE GANTRY CRANES
AT THE MAASVLAKTE
2 TERMINAL ARE
ENORMOUS 125 METRE
ROBOTS. TOGETHER
WITH A TEAM OF
UNMANNED, ELECTRIC
STRADDLE CARRIERS,
THEY ARE CAPABLE
OF HANDLING 2.35
MILLION CONTAINERS
EACH YEAR.

is entering the port. Once inside, they are
directed to a landside interchange zone where
a crane will pick up the truck’s container and,
if booked, load another to be taken away.
Once safely loaded, the truck drives through
another series of gates which log the truck and
container leaving the port. In logistics, time is
money. The longer it takes for a truck to get
in and out of a port, the more expensive the
whole operation becomes. A port’s ability to
service road hauliers as quickly as possible is
a crucial factor in its commercial success.
For the most part, the main aim of the port is to
get goods processed and through as quickly as
possible, but there are also opportunities to add
value from within a port through manufacturing,
processing, and enhanced distribution centres.
As well as being the UK’s largest container
terminal, the recently constructed London
Gateway is also home to a 9 million square foot
logistics park. The park is able to offer planning
consent for warehousing in just 28 days, and is
now home to major logistics providers including
UPS and Maritime Transport Ltd.49 By placing
distribution and manufacturers within a port, it
is possible to massively reduce the time it takes
to get goods from factories to consumers.

year and processes 270,000 barrels of crude oil
every day. Inside the terminal vast tanks store oil
before it is refined on site and turned into useful
products including petrol, jet fuel, and heating oil
for homes. Every day 30 million litres of refined
oil products leave Fawley Terminal through a
network of underground pipes which transport
it to where it needs to be. Over 400 miles of
pipeline connect Fawley to inshore distribution
centres and the UK’s major airports to ensure
that everyone has the fuel they need to get to
work, go on holiday, and run their businesses.
Immediately adjacent to the oil refinery is a plant
which processes waste from crude oil to make
chemicals that are used in the manufacturing of
everything from paint to car tyres. The majority
of car tyres manufactured in Europe contain
rubber processed in Fawley Terminal.50 This largescale operation on the South Coast represents
20% of the UK’s refinery capacity and it all
happens from within the confines of the port.

TECH INSIGHT
Moving 40 tonne containers, oil and chemicals,
or freight traffic around a port is a dangerous
and repetitive job that requires round-the-clock
attention and expertise. Automation represents
a major opportunity to improve the efficiency of
operations and welfare of staff at ports across
the UK and around the world. At the Port of
Rotterdam in Holland, the gantry cranes at the
Maasvlakte 2 Terminal are enormous 125 metre
robots. Together with a team of unmanned,
electric straddle carriers, they are capable of
handling 2.35 million containers each year.51
The terminal runs mostly autonomously but is
overseen by a team of remote operators who
can take control of equipment when required.
The robot straddle carriers even know when their
power supply is running low and drive themselves
back to a service station where another robot
will automatically switch out their batteries.

For bulk cargoes, on-site processing maximises
efficiency and minimises transport costs. Fawley
Terminal is a vast integrated dock and oil refinery
situated on the banks of Southampton Water.
The facility includes a mile-long marine terminal
that handles 2,000 vessel movements each
50 Fawley Chemical Manufacturing Plant, Exxon Mobil, 2018
49 Why us? DP World London Gateway Logistics, 2017

51

The Robot is coming, Port of Rotterdam, 2018
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CASE STUDY

BUILDING THE
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
CONNECTED PORTS
| PORT-WIFI
At the core of the smart port is connectivity.
Port-Wifi, a graduate of the 2017 Start It @
KBC startup accelerator wants to build the
infrastructure that will enable IoT in the maritime
environment. Port-Wifi develop and implement
tailor made connectivity solutions for ports,
making it possible and affordable to connect
smart devices and assets to a network.
Their first networks have been deployed to the
ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam and have not
only made it possible to connect IoT devices, but
also connect visiting seafarers to the internet.
Seafarers spend six to nine months at sea at
a time, away from home, family and friends.
By providing visiting ships with a reliable and
affordable internet connection, Port-Wifi is not
only improving the efficiency of operations, but
also providing a much needed welfare service.
By building an affordable secure connection
for ports and ships, as soon as they enter
terrestrial waters, Port-Wifi enables the seamless
communication of data between multiple
machines and stakeholders during the most
critical phases of port and vessel operations.

PORT-WIFI ENABLES
THE SEAMLESS
COMMUNICATION
OF DATA BETWEEN
MULTIPLE MACHINES AND
STAKEHOLDERS DURING
THE MOST CRITICAL
PHASES OF PORT AND
VESSEL OPERATIONS.

The way that goods are warehoused has a
significant impact on the entire supply chain.
At 1 million square feet, the Amazon Fulfillment
Centre in Dunfermline is the UK’s largest
warehouse. It is about the size of 14 football
pitches and makes it possible for Amazon to
fulfill peak demand of 64 sales per second during
the festive period.52 In theory, warehouses are
simple places: goods come in, they are stored
somewhere until they are needed, then they’re
shipped out. In practice, however, a warehouse
is a complex logistics operation on a micro scale.
Through IoT sensors, it is possible to monitor
manual handling equipment like forklift trucks
to monitor traffic flow and measure collisions
and near miss incidents. The data generated can
be used to improve the operational design of
warehouses to improve efficiency and safety. It
has been calculated that the average warehouse
worker will walk anywhere between 11 km and 24
km in a shift.53 Advanced robotics can drastically
reduce the need for humans to pick and pack in
warehouses, and even eliminate it entirely. At
Ocado’s newest distribution centre in Andover,
65,000 orders are picked and packed every week
without coming into contact with human hands.
Thousands of 4G connected robots move around
the warehouse fulfilling orders using an air traffic
control system to avoid collisions.54

52 Amazon’s distribution centre in Dunfermline is
the size of 14 football pitches, Daily Mail, 2016
53

The Robot is coming, Port of Rotterdam, 2018

54 Inside a warehouse where thousands of
robots pack groceries, Tech Insider, 2018
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CASE STUDY

TERMINAL OPERATING
SYSTEMS FOR SMALL
AND MEDIUM PORTS |
OCTOPI
Terminal operating systems can be incredibly
expensive to install and run, making them out
of reach for smaller ports. Octopi’s cloud based
terminal operating system has been designed
from the ground up with small and medium
ports in mind. Founded in 2015, the Miami-based
startup has built a system which helps ports to
optimise voyage management, yard planning,
and gate management. Through the platform,
operators can manage the berthing of a vessel,
the location of containers, and the progress of
hauliers through the port all from a web browser.
As well as helping cargo move in and out of the
port faster, Octopi integrates with accounting
software to facilitate invoicing and billing.
Previously, port operators would have to issue
an individual invoice every time a truck picks up
a container. If 1,000 containers were picked up
from the port in a week, 1,000 individual invoices
would have to be manually generated by the
port’s finance team. Through Octopi, invoices are
automatically generated from events recorded
by the platform and logged to the accounting
system, massively reducing the burden on admin
staff. Data insights are key to helping terminal
operators create a competitive advantage,
the Octopi platform displays real time insights
in a business intelligence dashboard and
uses machine learning to detect and report
anomalies. This allows port executive teams to
see exactly what’s happening in the terminal at
any one time and to know when things change.

A port is just like a warehouse on a much
bigger scale. As all of the pieces of equipment
required to make a port work become more
connected through IoT, it is becoming possible
to build a big data picture of how it works.
By recording operational data from straddle
carriers, gantry cranes, pumps, and even
humans at work, analysts can assess and make
changes to improve operational efficiency and
safety. Not only can this reduce costs today,
but it can also solve future problems for the
port. As trade volumes grow it will become
increasingly important for ports to better
manage capacity; by combining operational
data with market data it is possible to forecast
capacity and demand over the long term.
This aids strategic decision making, helping
C-level teams make better investments
into new equipment and infrastructure.
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CASE STUDY

DATA VISUALISATION
FOR SMART PORTS AND
WAREHOUSES | CONDUCE
There is plenty of data in the supply chain, but
accessing it and displaying it a way that is useful
can be a challenge. With offices in the USA and
the Netherlands, Conduce has built an operational
intelligence platform encompassing all components of
the global supply chain. It sits on top of a company’s
technology stack, drawing data in from multiple
disparate sources to act as a single interface.
One of the biggest barriers to improved efficiency
across the supply chain is that information sits in
silos, both within and between businesses involved
in the process. Breaking down those silos is often
not effectively possible, since they often exist for
good reasons. Conduce’s platform enables everyone
to get access to the right data, displayed in a way
that aids decision making and process improvement,
regardless of silos. They have been working with
DHL since 2016 to create smart warehouses in
the UK, US, Netherlands, Poland, and Japan.
Mapping the movement, tasks and interactions
of people and material handling equipment in the
warehouse (and yard) allows them to create realtime visualizations alongside heatmaps of historical
activity. By putting that information in the context
of the Warehouse Management System and the
Warehouse Labour Management System, they have
been able to give managers, inventory teams, and
operational excellence teams a complete view of what
is happening. This makes it possible to spot bottlenecks
in traffic patterns and cadences in operations. This
leads to new process designs and training which
has improved the flow of goods, reduced distance
travelled and increased safety for operatives.
For clients who need it, Conduce aims to provide
comprehensive oversight for the entire supply chain from a global, macro level down to an individual SKU
- micro level. By creating a platform which can display
data from countless different inputs, it is possible to
analyse the flow of goods through the global supply
chain whilst simultaneously being able to monitor and
optimise an individual courier truck delivering goods to
consumers.

BORDER
AND PORT
SECURITY
Security has been a problem in the maritime
sector for as long as ships have been sailing the
oceans. Modern day piracy now consists largely
of highly sophisticated operations involving
high-speed vessels and automatic weapons
run by pirates with links to organised crime and
terrorist organisations. In particular regions of
the world, including the Horn of Africa, Bay of
Bonny, and Malacca Straits, armed robbery and
vessel hijacking is common, and merchant ships
are often ill- equipped to tackle the threat.
Piracy aside, ships can be a highly effective
way to smuggle drugs, weapons, and people
into or out of a country. Vessels are sometimes
deliberately used to smuggle goods, but
more often than not, ships become unwitting
carriers of illicit items or illegal immigrants
for cross-border smuggling. Like airports,
seaports make highly credible targets for
terror attacks, particularly when thousands
of people are boarding or disembarking a
cruise ship, or thousands of tonnes of crude
oil or natural gas are being pumped ashore.
Security in the maritime sector is governed
by the International Ship and Port Security
Code (ISPS), an amendment to the Safety
of Life at Sea Convention brought into force
by the IMO in 2004 as a response to the
9/11 terror attacks. ISPS sets out minimum
standards for security procedures in port
facilities and on board ships that are engaged
in international trade. Among other things,
it requires that all ships and ports conduct
training, have a security plan, a company
security officer, and a ship security officer.
ISPS designates three levels of maritime security,
which are similar to the terror threat level system
implemented by the Home Office in 2010. Level
one designates no imminent risk, meaning that
standard levels of security will be put in place.
Level two means that there is a heightened
risk of an incident, requiring additional
measures to be put in place. Level three
designates that a specific threat is imminent.
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or an incident has just occurred. At level
three, a port will essentially shut down: all
traffic will and operations will stop until the
threat is over. Any individual ship or port
has the freedom to set their security level
based on their own threat assessment, but
ships must at least match the threat level of
the port they are entering. Similarly, ports
in the UK must match threat level set by the
Department for Transport as a minimum.
During any given day, tens of thousands
of containers, cars, and lorries are loaded
and discharged from ships globally. It is not
currently possible to scan or inspect every single
one of these vehicles as they enter or leave
ports. Like customs, security operations are
intelligence-led: only suspicious or anomalous
shipments are pulled for further inspection.
As well as inspecting goods, security teams
under the supervision of the UK Border Force
need to ensure that people cannot illegally
enter or leave the country on ships.

GLOBALLY, $50 BILLION OF
CARGO IS STOLEN EACH
YEAR. TRACKING AND
SCANNING INDIVIDUAL
SHIPMENTS IS A HARD
PROBLEM TO SOLVE, BUT
AS IOT TECHNOLOGY
BECOMES CHEAPER, IT IS
BECOMING A GENUINE
POSSIBILITY.

TECH INSIGHT
In practice, even with the technology we have
available today, there would be significant delays
to the supply chain if security services were
required to scan all goods and people entering
or leaving the country via our ports. Currently,
it is not possible to track the movement or
integrity of individual containers around the
world and it is quite possible for smugglers to
intercept shipments and add or remove goods.
And smuggling is not the only issue: globally $50
billion of cargo is stolen each year.55 Tracking
and scanning individual shipments is a hard
problem to solve, but as IoT technology becomes
cheaper it is becoming a possibility. Since 2007,
Danish company Globe Tracker has developed
a range of IoT sensors which can be installed
to containers to monitor cargo condition
and security. Their intelligent electronic seals
detect the opening and closing of container
doors, and their internally mounted sensors
can track location, light levels, humidity and
g-force, ensuring that anything that happens to
a container, or even an individual pallet, on its
journey gets recorded. With 17 million containers
in global circulation, it will take some time before
all containers are fitted with sensors by default,
but the data generated will make it possible
for security teams to be alerted to suspicious
shipments long before they arrive in a port.
The biggest threat to ship and port security is not
pirates or terrorists, but cyber crime. Because
of the lack of connectivity at sea, ships have
remained relatively isolated from the cyber
security issues that most industries have had to
deal with over the last 30 years. While today’s
pirates use automatic weapons, tomorrow’s
pirates may be able to do a lot more damage
from afar. As ships become better connected
and remote control or autonomous vessels
become more realistic, the prospect of a ship
being maliciously manipulated by an attacker
becomes probable. Far more likely than attackers
controlling ships is them bringing down the IT
infrastructure that global logistics relies on. In
June 2017 the NotPetya ransomware virus took
over Maersk’s entire IT system and brought
the company to its knees. It took them 10 days
to recover, their IT team had to reinstall 4,000
servers, 45,000 PCs, and 2,500 applications. The
attack is estimated to have cost the company
between $250 million – $300 million USD.56 UK
cyber security scale-up Darktrace uses artificial
intelligence to protect industrial businesses.
55

Globetracker Security, Globetracker, 2016

56 IT ‘heroes’ saved Maersk from NotPetya with tenday reinstallation bliz, The Register, 2018
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TO MEET THIS CHALLENGE,
THERE IS AN EMERGING
MARKET OF STARTUPS
OFFERING AI-POWERED
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
TECHNOLOGY.

Inspired by the self learning capabilities of the
human immune system, they have developed
an industrial immune system for cyber security.
Using advanced machine learning techniques,
they are able to monitor network traffic to
establish what expected traffic should look like,
making it easier to spot and shut down attacks
as they happen. Their clients include a number of
enterprise firms within transport and logistics.
As well as being able to track containers
entering or leaving a port, it is also important
to track humans. The root cause of the $50
billion global cargo theft problem is the ability
for people with malicious intent to access the
port. As well as tens of thousands of workers
who enter and leave a port each day, hundreds
of thousands of passengers enter and leave
UK ports each year on both ferries and cruise
ships. The largest ferries in the UK can carry
over 1,300 passengers, and the largest cruise
ships can carry a staggering 6,780 passengers.
Allowing workers and passengers to arrive and
depart the port quickly and safely is a priority
for any operator. With large volumes of people
being moved, ensuring security of the area is a
challenge that can be overcome with artificial
intelligence enabled surveillance monitoring.
To meet this challenge, there is an emerging
market of startups offering AI-powered
situational awareness technology. From
the UK alone, Calipsa, WeSee, ThirdEye,
and CrowdVision are all offering automated
computer vision security solutions for
public and private sector markets. For
example, Calipsa’s deep learning system
automatically detects security threats and
unauthorised personnel, responding either
with instant alerts to local police forces,
or loud audio warnings to trespassers.

CASE STUDY

AI-POWERED CCTV
MONITORING | CALIPSA
Calipsa has developed cutting-edge deep
learning software capable of monitoring and
analysing CCTV videos in real-time, with multiple
applications in transport and infrastructural
sites. There are close to 250 million cameras in
the world today and the traditional operating
model still relies on human analysts to monitor
and interpret these video feeds. This is both
inefficient and unscalable, and means that
video analysts are missing key insights.
Calipsa’s video monitoring system is usually
connected to an automatic security or
reporting function. This includes automatic
calls to local police forces when the system
interprets a threat, or warning audio messages
delivered to unauthorised personnel.
Calipsa is working with public and private
sector companies, including local councils in
the UK, France and The Netherlands to provide
significant cost savings and efficiency gains. The
potential use cases for this technology are vast,
including monitoring ports and infrastructural
sites. improving traffic enforcement in urban
areas, and understanding transport usage and
reducing congestion. They have a three year deal
with the French Ministry of Transport, and have a
pilot with the UK’s Department
for Transport.				
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CASE STUDY

SMART BORDER
CONTROL | IPROOV
London-based iProov offers biometric
authentication and security services on
the cloud. They can run facial verification
on any device with a front-facing camera
and an internet connection. By using
controlled illumination, they can determine
liveliness and mitigate against even the
most highly sophisticated replica attacks.
As well as offering bespoke development,
iProov has launched two main products since
the company was founded in 2011; iProov
Verifier and iProov ID Matcher. Verifier enrolls
and subsequently authenticates a user on
any platform using any device. ID Matcher
registers a photo from an ID document
and then applies a verification process to
authenticate the document bearer. This sort
of technology can be implemented in ports
to quickly verify not only passengers entering
or leaving the country, but workers who need
to enter and leave the port every day.
iProov already works with units within the
UK government, global financial services
organisations and border control, to carry out
identity authentication for a number of different
applications. In April 2018, they became the
first international supplier to be awarded a
contract with the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, under the Silicon Valley Innovation
Programme. iProov is being implemented to
help US Customs and Border Protection improve
their passenger entry process at the frontier.
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4. TRADETECH AND
FREE PORTS
WHAT IS A FREE PORT?

A

free port, or free trade zone, is an area that is geographically inside a
country’s border but legally outside of its customs territory. This can
allow for the import, processing, manufacture, and re-export of goods
without incurring domestic customs charges. Rather than a single building
or warehouse, a free port is a physical geographical area, which delimits a
special range of economic activity.

Although free ports were originally conceived
by the Ancient Greeks two-and-a-half thousand
years ago, it was not until the second half of
the 20th century that they became widely
adopted around the world. Globally. there
are currently over 3,500 free trade zones in
135 different countries, employing 66 million
people, and accounting for $500billion of
direct trade in value-add activity globally.66
Free ports are particularly successful in the USA,
where there are 250 zones supporting 450,000
jobs and handling $750 billion of goods each
year.67 The UAE has more than 30 individual
free trade zones which cover everything from
manufacturing to technology. Jafza, the free
trade area in Jebel Ali, Dubai, was established
in 1985 with just 19 businesses. 30 years later,
there are over 7,000 companies trading within
the zone, including the regional headquarters of
more than 100 Global Fortune 500 enterprises.
Today Jafza handles more than half of Dubai’s
total export market.68 In the far east, free trade
zones can be credited as one of the core reasons
for China’s rapid economic growth. In 1979, after
adopting their “Open Door” policy, the Chinese
government opened trial free trade zones in

Shenzhen, Fujian, and Shantou. From 1980 - 1984
China’s national average GDP growth rate was
10%: in the same period in Shenzhen the average
GDP growth rate was a remarkable 58%.69
Although the mechanics of a free port vary
on a case-by-case basis, there are four
tangible benefits which are broadly the same
everywhere. These are duty exemption, duty
deferral, tariff inversion, and tax incentives:
•

Duty exemption allows goods to be
imported to the zone without incurring
tariffs. Once imported, goods can be
processed, combined with other goods, or
manufactured into finished products before
eventually being exported a third country.

66 The Free Ports Opportunity, Centre for
Policy Studies / Rishi Sunak MP, 11/2016
67 The Free Ports Opportunity
68 About Jafza, Jebel Ali free zone, 07/2018

69 Global Experiences with Special Economic Zones, focus
on China and Africa, World Bank / Douglas Zeng, 2015
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•

•

•

Duty deferral allows goods to be imported
into the zone and stored without incurring
tariffs. Duty is only paid once the goods leave
the zone and enter the customs territory. By
deferring duty, importers can improve their
cash flow cycle and implement just-in-time
logistics. For example, a toy distributor can
start importing stock in August to be stored
in the free port but will not have to pay any
duties until they deliver the stock to stores in
time for the Christmas rush in November and
December.
Duty inversion allows manufacturers to pay
duty on finished goods, rather than their
constituent parts. For example, the current
duty on textiles is 12%, but the duty on car
seats and sofas is 0%. A sofa manufacturer
could import textiles to the free trade zone,
use it to build a complete sofa and then pay
0% duty on the finished product.70
Tax/regulatory incentives attract businesses
to the free trade area which create new value
for the local economy. These vary from state
to state but can include: lower corporation
tax for companies based in the zone, lower
duties or VAT rates on goods imported
through the zone, tax credits for research
and development initiatives, less stringent
planning regulations, and streamlined
planning processes.

BY USING A FREE
PORT TO CREATE THE
RIGHT CONDITIONS, IT
WOULD BE POSSIBLE
TO TURN ONE OF THE
UK’S CURRENT PORT
AREAS INTO A SILICON
HARBOUR.

THE OPPORTUNITY (AND
BARRIERS) FOR UK FREE
PORTS
Currently, there are no full ‘USA style’ free trade
areas in the UK. It is technically possible to create
free trade zones while a member of the EU, but
they are difficult to implement, mainly due to the
Customs Union and the European Commission’s
state aid rules. If the UK’s post-Brexit customs
deal with the EU allows it, there is an opportunity
to create free ports across the UK to boost
international trade and support the government’s
industrial strategy. If the UK replicated the
USA’s model, it would be possible to create an
additional 86,000 jobs for the UK economy.71
Aside from the current regulatory hurdles,
there are practical implications which should
be considered when planning a new free trade
zone. To make the most of a free port, there
needs to be deep water access for shipping, as
well as large amounts of undeveloped or derelict
land in the immediate surroundings. The deep
water and land restrictions mean that many
ports in the UK would be unworkable: however,
Teesport, Newcastle, Immingham, Felixstowe,
Sheerness, Tilbury, Ramsgate, Dover, and
Southampton all remain as viable candidates.72
Grouping related businesses into a single
geographic area to create clusters is an established
economic practice and is an obvious benefit of
creating free ports. By bringing together academic
institutions, businesses, and local government,
it is possible to create an environment that
attracts talent and fosters growth. In fact,
clustered establishments grow an average of
1.4% faster than non-clustered establishments.73
In Liverpool, local cluster body Mersey Maritime,
recently announced a partnership between Peel
Ports, Liverpool John Moores University and
Wirral Council to create a £25 million Maritime
Knowledge Hub. The hub will work as a catalyst
for business growth in the local area and will
create 4,000 new jobs over five years.74 Similarly,
the South Coast Marine Cluster has established
centres of excellence in academic research and
innovation and is now a world leading centre for
autonomous vessels and maritime robotics.75
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72 Free Trade Zones as part of the UK’s post Brexit
international trade strategy, Crowe Clark Whitehill, 2017
73 Sizing the Clean Economy: A National and Regional
Green Jobs Assessment, Brookings Institute, 2011
74 Mersey Maritime Cluster Approach can help
create 4000 new jobs, Mersey Maritime, 2018
70 Trade Tariff Service, HMRC, 2018

75 Applied Autonomy and Robotics, South
Coast Marine Cluster, 2017
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What is particularly exciting about free ports
is the opportunity to create an environment
that can breed a new wave of creativity
and innovation in trade and maritime. The
transformation of East London from a declining
industrial hub to a thriving technology centre (or
‘Silicon Roundabout’, as it is sometimes referred)
is testament to how proactive government policy
and knowledge partnerships can drive local
technological innovation. Indeed, eight years
since the Government’s announcement of plans
to create a technology hub ‘stretching from
Shoreditch and Old Street to the Olympic Park’,
40% of Europe’s unicorns (startups valued over $1
billion) are British, with the vast majority of them
headquartered in or around Silicon Roundabout.76
Due to the unique nature of trade, neither
Silicon Valley nor Silicon Roundabout are in a
position to properly support the burgeoning
TradeTech ecosystem. By using a free port
to create the right conditions, it would be
possible to turn one of the UK’s current port
areas into a Silicon Harbour. Of the UK’s 30
largest ports, more than half are in the bottom
quartile of Local Authorities when ranked by
the ONS’ Index of Multiple Deprivation and
three quarters are in ‘below average’ Local
Authorities.77 New technologies featured
throughout this report can be applied to make
free ports possible, but creating innovation
hubs in and around the ports will become
a technological catalyst in its own right.
Indeed, this suggestion can be seen as the
‘TradeTech’ interpretation of recommendations
made by some economic commentators on free
ports – to ‘supercharge’ free ports to become
local business hubs. A recent report by Mace
suggests that free ports (especially in the
North of the UK) can become ‘supercharged’
by integrating them with local enterprise zones
– with specialised tax relief or pro-business
policies – to encourage free ports to become
strong, specialised business hubs. The Mace
report suggests that making seven ports
across the North of England supercharged
free ports would add as much as £9 billion per
year to Northern Powerhouse GDP, equating
to an extra £1,500 per household.78 Using the
free port model as an instrument to establish
new tech clusters could transform some of
the UK’s poorest communities and make it
possible for the UK TradeTech ecosystem to
thrive in a post-Brexit trading environment.

Teesport, located in Redcar, less than a mile
from the mouth of the River Tees, represents
a strong candidate for the UK’s first free port
testbed. With deep-water access, a natural
marine opening, and lock-free access to
the North Sea, Teesport offers many of the
necessary criteria for free ports outlined above.
First, it provides genuine deep water access
for vessels, with wharves and terminals up to
18m deep.79 Second, and most importantly,
Teesport is a gateway to the STDC site (formerly
the SSI steelworks), which, covering more
than 4,500 acres, represents one of the most
significant opportunities for economic growth
and regeneration in the UK. With £123m of
funding for the site announced during the
November Budget, the STDC is the first Mayoral
Development Corporation to be set up outside
of Greater London, and provides an opportunity
for developing infrastructure, attracting new
business, supporting inward investment and coordinating land ownership. A free port centred
around Teesport and the adjoining STDC would
provide the natural assets and infrastructure
to build and maintain a dedicated ecosystem
of trade and maritime technology startups.

76 Gentrification’s ground zero: the rise and fall of
Hoxton Square, The Guardian / Rayner, 2018
77
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78 The ultimate boost for Britain’s economy, Mace, 2018

79 South Tees Development Corporation.
Building Our Industrial Strategy, 2017.
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TECH INSIGHT
The net benefits of establishing a free port can
be compounded by introducing technology that
could improve efficiency and reduce some of
the risks involved. Further, in addition to being
well-positioned to locate clusters of innovative
trade and shipping companies, creative fiscal and
policy reconfiguration in free ports presents the
ideal opportunity to test and pilot creative new
technologies.
It is highly likely that any free port in the UK will
be physically fenced. However, these zones will
also span vast geographical areas, potentially
hundreds of square kilometers in some cases.
As such, the tracking and monitoring of
vehicles within the zone is extremely important,
including fast responses for identifying and
intercepting suspicious vehicles. Swedish
startup Automile allows enterprise companies
running fleets to track their vehicles, which
could have powerful potential applications in
a free port. Drivers simply download the app
on their phone and fleet managers are able
to track the movement and position of their
vehicles in real-time.80 The same technology
could be used to track authorised vehicles
throughout a free port, with. designated ‘at-risk’
or ‘no-go’ zones integrated into the app, and
immediate notifications if something seems
suspicious. Tracking vehicles throughout the
port would also have a positive impact on safety
and efficiency, allowing the operator to better
manage traffic flows through the port at peak
times and investigate accidents and incidents.
As well as using IoT to track movements
within the port, it is possible to use drones to
conduct surveillance across vast areas of land,
including monitoring the integrity of a fence.
As the cost of commercial drones continues to
decrease, port operators are beginning to see
the technology as a viable option for security
and management. In Chile, APM Terminals now
use drones at two of their port sites. As well as
security, they are used to monitor operations
within the port including whether stacks of
containers are becoming too high, and to survey
the condition of equipment that is dangerous
to reach (eg. on rooftops or cranes).81 Microtethered drones, such as the system offered by
French startup Elistair offer long-term and ultra
secure monitoring capabilities for port operators

80 Fleet and asset tracking, Automile, 2018
81 APM Terminals gives a view of how drones are changing
port operations, Splash 247 / Chambers, 2018

Through duty deferral and duty inversion
free ports are an excellent way to incentivise
manufacturing in the UK. Technology is rapidly
changing the supply chain, and manufacturing
is moving closer to the end-user through
technologies such as 3D printing. Indeed, it is
likely that in the near future, we could see a large
number of different goods types destined for
Europe completing final assembly here rather
than in China. One of the current issues with 3D
printing is that goods created often have a poor
finish that requires further processing before
being released to consumers. Sheffield-based
Additive Manufacturing Technologies (AMT) has
developed a new method for 3D printing which
creates a standard of finish for goods that could
be dispatched straight to the consumer from the
factory. Through innovations like AMT’s we could
see a future free port in which polymer or metal
3D printing ‘ink’ is imported in bulk to the UK.
Everything from plane parts to sunglasses could
be manufactured cheaply and autonomously
here in the UK, shortening the supply chain,
reducing the environmental impact of the goods,
and creating high-tech manufacturing jobs.
Although some potential free ports in the UK
have large amounts of land already that could
be converted for mixed use within the port,
many do not. Where space is at a premium
it is important to maximise what is available.
Making warehouse spaces smarter and more
flexible will reduce costs for large importers
and make it possible for smaller importers
to grow sustainably by scaling up their use.
London startup Stowga is tackling the lack of
flexibility in the warehouse industry by creating
an on-demand warehousing platform which
anyone can use to book space in one of 4,000
warehouses they currently have live. Through
the Stowga platform customers only book the
space they actually need rather than paying a
monthly lease for a fixed amount of space. By
making warehouse space flexible, owners get
a better yield through increased utilisation and
customers transform a fixed cost to a variable
one, allowing them to scale more sustainably
and flexibly. Indeed, these smart warehousing
systems also provide cheaper, more-efficient
software platforms for warehouse management:
they offer user-friendly dashboards and realtime updates as to which spaces are available,
replacing often antiquated communication
systems.
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CASE STUDY

DRONE-POWERED
SURVEILLANCE
| ELISTAIR
Although drones can be incredibly useful
they have their limitations: the best industrial
drones can only stay airborne for around an
hour at a time, often have limited bandwidth
for data transfer, and are susceptible to radio
jamming. French startup Elistair has developed
a tethered drone system for industrial use
cases where a more robust setup is required.
Through their tethered control system, it
is possible to deploy autonomous drones
which can stay airborne for hours at a time,
can transfer data at high speeds, and are
unjammable. Their system can be used
with a range of industrial drones and have a
wide range of applications including traffic
monitoring, telecommunications, incident
response, and border and port security.
Elistair’s Orion tethered surveillance drone
is a fully automated highly portable drone
system. It does not require a pilot and can
stay airborne at an altitude of 80m for
more than ten hours at a time, even in poor
weather. Once in the air, it uses a military
grade set of surveillance day and night vision
cameras. During the day it can detect humans
within a massive 10KM radius. Because it is
tethered, Orion cannot be jammed and the
video feed can be viewed on the ground in
real time with a 200mb/s data connection.

Establishing testbed free ports would represent
a bold, positive step by Government, using
the success of international case studies to
drive a new approach to trade in the UK. As
we begin to rethink our trade and shipping
practices after Brexit, we need imaginative
solutions. World-class technology and datadriven platforms should be at heart of this,
and new fiscal and regulatory innovation in
our ports should be always supported by new
technological innovation. The prospect of a
partnership between new technology and new
enterprise zones is an extremely compelling one.

GEOFENCING
CREATING VIRTUAL
BORDERS FOR
TRACKING GOODS
AND VEHICLES
A geofence is a virtual perimeter around a given
geographic area that provides a layer of access
control, as well as a number of other digital
services such as notifications and alerts.
This can be used to monitor individual mobile
devices, as well as physical assets - such as cargo
and vehicles - that have been tracked with digital
identification codes, or that are being monitored
by computer vision surveillance systems.
If a tracked device or asset leaves a geofenced
area, this can trigger various actions, such as
sending real-time notifications to port operators
on the asset’s whereabouts, as well as disabling
sensitive digital functions. This can be particularly
powerful when combined with other digital
systems used for tracking cargo and vehicles.
In principle, a fully digitised fleet of drivers, vehicles,
and cargo could be tracked with extreme levels of
granularity, allowing port operators to control the
flow of goods and individuals in and out of the port.
Emerging echnologies such as computer vision for
automatically capturing and analysing all assets
contained within a port will enable even greater
situational awareness and higher levels of security.
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THE TRADE POLICY
PICTURE

THE UK, BREXIT, AND THE GLOBAL OUTLOOK

S

ince Britain voted to withdraw from the European Union (EU) in June 2016,
trade policy has been dominated by Brexit negotiations. The concern, of
course, is that EU-UK trade will become much more complex after March
2019. As has been well-documented, the complexities principally hinge on the
nature of the UK’s future relationship with the Customs Union. At the time of
writing, the shape of the UK’s exit and the future relationship is still uncertain.
However, whatever the outcome of the Brexit negotiations, it is possible that
we will see some disruption to the status quo in our ports and at our borders.

The question of how the UK and its neighbours
handle this change is an important one. As in
many sectors, disruption to existing systems
and processes in our trade sector represents
a significant opportunity for innovators. New
trade and customs arrangements with the EU
may present a new set of challenges for the
UK’s shipping industry, and these challenges
will require creative solutions. This report
attempts to outline how the UK can meet some
of these challenges at its ports and borders,
but more generally maps out the path for the
UK to establish itself as a world-leading force
in technology-driven trade and shipping.
As we show, the strategic importance of
certain technology products and platforms
will depend on the details of the final trade
agreement between the UK and the EU.
However, the enduring message of the report
is agnostic to the outcomes of the Brexit
negotiations: the emerging trade and maritime
technologies contained within this report have
the potential to transform the UK’s shipping
industry, whatever happens after March 2019.
Brexit, whatever form it takes, provides the
opportunity to pilot new ideas in a sector that
has been traditionally slow to adopt innovation.

‘NO-DEAL’
The UK’s future relationship with the EU is
being negotiated in two parts. First, there is a
withdrawal agreement, detailing the terms of
how the UK will leave the EU. Second, there is
an agreement on the UK’s future relationship
with its biggest trading partner. While the future
relationship will likely be continually negotiated
for many years to come, the withdrawal
agreement represents a more urgent concern..
A ‘no-deal’ scenario will come about if the
withdrawal agreement has not been agreed by
both sides and ratified by the UK and European
parliaments before midnight on the 29th of
March 2019. While both the UK and EU remain
confident that some sort of arrangement can
be reached, time is beginning to run out, and in
an effort maintain negotiating positions, both
sides of the table are beginning to ramp up their
preparations for Britain to leave without a deal.
The impact of a ‘no-deal’ scenario on crossborder trade cannot be overstated. Currently,
hundreds of millions of tonnes of goods cross
our borders from the EU with no paperwork or
checks. If Britain leaves without a deal, it will
need to pay tariffs in accordance with the EU’s
published WTO tariffs. On exiting the Customs
Union, the UK will be free to set its own tariffs
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and will likely match the EU’s bilaterally. The
biggest potential disruption to the supply chain
is not tariffs, but rather the flow of controlled
goods across the border. Regulated goods,
such as meat, medicine, or military equipment
will need to be cleared for entry into the UK or
EU after March 29th. While the UK can swiftly
pass legislation to accept the EUs standards on
controlled goods, the EU cannot do the same.
By law, the EU will need to conduct customs
checks on the 14 million vehicles which currently
cross the Channel each year.57 The technology
products and platforms we outline in this report,
especially those that expedite and automate
parts of the customs clearance process,
could be crucial for tackling the challenge
of this vast increase in customs checks.

THE UK CAN GAIN
THE COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE,
AND ESTABLISH A
GENUINELY WORLDCLASS TRADETECH
SECTOR AT HOME.

THE CUSTOMS UNION
The Customs Union is based on the principle
that all member states pay common tariffs on
imports from outside the EU and that there are
no tariffs or checks on trade within the bloc.
Currently, once imported goods have cleared
customs in the UK, they can be shipped to
Bruges just as easily as they can be shipped
to Birmingham. A customs union is different
from a free trade agreement in that it does not
allow members to independently negotiate
trade agreements with other nations. As long as
the UK remains a member of the EU Customs
Union, it cannot independently strike trade deals
with the rest of the world. The EU is Britain’s
largest trading partner: almost half (46%) of the
UK’s goods exports went to the EU in 2016.58

57 Port Freight Statistics 2017, Department
for Transport, August 2018
58 Who Does Britain Trade With?, Office for National Statistics, 2018

THE CHEQUERS
AGREEMENT
In July 2018, Theresa May’s cabinet met
at Chequers Court to negotiate the UK
government’s official position the UK’s immediate
and future relationship with the EU. The resultant
briefing paper proposes a free trade agreement
between the UK and EU, including a customs
partnership and a common regulatory rulebook
on all goods and agricultural products.59
Although tariffs are important, it is regulatory
alignment (or a lack of it) that will have the
biggest impact on the ability of goods to cross
the EU’s borders. The common rulebook is
designed to ensure regulatory alignment with
the EU across goods, agriculture, and fisheries
produce. As the EU changes and produces new
standards on goods, the UK will adopt them to
law to ensure they stay in step. Any disputes
that arise on alignment would be settled by
UK courts in the UK, and EU courts in the EU,
with each paying regard to the other’s rulings
and case law. This would obviate the need for
customs checks and documentation for trade
between the EU and UK, but critics argue that
it will force the UK to follow EU regulations
without having any input into their formulation.
A facilitated customs arrangement would
allow the UK to apply its own tariffs and rules
on goods being consumed in the country,
and the EU’s tariffs and rules on goods
entering for transhipment to the continent.
This would require the UK to collect tariffs on
behalf of the EU. The complicated nature of
this sort of arrangement will likely demand
the implementation of new cutting-edge
technology that is currently not being used in
the customs process. In theory, a facilitated
customs arrangement allows the UK and the
EU to continue to trade without customs and
border checks, and for the UK to be able to agree
new trade deals with third party countries.
This is particularly important for the question of
the Irish border. If the Chequers agreement is
adopted by both sides, HMRC and the UK Border
Force will need to make major investments in
new technology that will allow them to track
the origin and final destination of goods at scale.
This includes tracking the movement, origin, and
destination of goods which cross the Irish border
while limiting the requirement for investing in
and installing major physical infrastructure.

59 Statement from HM Government,
Chequers, UK Government, 2018
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THE GLOBAL TRADE
OUTLOOK

THE TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCTS AND
PLATFORMS WE
OUTLINE IN THIS
REPORT, COULD
BE CRUCIAL FOR
TACKLING THE
CHALLENGE OF A
POTENTIAL VAST
INCREASE IN CUSTOMS
CHECKS.

It is worth noting that while this is the UK
government’s position, it has not yet (at the
time of writing) been agreed by Brussels or
the UK Parliament. Even if all parties ratify
the plan, there are significant technical and
operational challenges ahead. To facilitate
solving these challenges, a transition period
has been agreed in principle with the EU,
lasting until December 31st 2020. Although
this represents a fairly tight timeline, it is in
theory enough time for both sides to implement
solutions that would allow a facilitated
customs agreement to work effectively.
Technology can be a great enabler of facilitated
trade and customs. In a sense, the result of
the Brexit negotiations only affect timing when, and not if, the UK moves towards more
technologically-facilitated customs. The strength
of the international case studies contained
within this report show that the next decade
will mark an inexorable global movement
towards technologically-enabled customs
partnerships. Again, on this score, the UK has
the chance to lead the way, rather than catch
up with its high-tech international neighbours.

Brexit is not the only tectonic shift
occurring in the world trade outlook. New
pollution regulations and escalating trade
tensions between the US and China, are
also set to have a transformative impact
on the future of the trade sector.
US President Donald Trump has made trade
policy a key part of his presidency. In March
2018, he announced the introduction of tariffs
on imports of steel and aluminium. This resulted
in retaliation from China, which has since
resulted in the bilateral escalation of tariffs
over the last 6 months. The burgeoning trade
war between the two nations has reached a
point where President Trump is threatening to
impose tariffs on on over $200 billion worth of
goods, over half of China’s exports to the USA.60
Although the future impacts of this policy of
mutual escalation are far from certain, there have
been some landmark events that have raised
alarm in the trade and shipping community,
On 6th July 2018, the Panamax bulk ship Peak
Pegasus raced to reach the Chinese port of
Dalian before midnight. It needed to declare
arrival at the port before midnight to avoid
Chinese import tariffs on its cargo of 70,000
tonnes of American soybeans. It arrived late,
and so spent over a month drifting in the
Pacific Ocean while the cargo owners decided
what to do next. This is estimated to have
costed at least $400,000 USD which, although
expensive, is far cheaper than paying the 25%
tariff which would have been imposed had
the beans landed in China.61 Indeed, major
American trade renegotiation has not just
been limited to China, with President Trump
withdrawing from the Transpacific Trade
Partnership in 2017, and currently renegotiating
the details of the North American Free Trade
Agreement with Canada and Mexico.
The other major policy change that will affect the
future of shipping is the new set of regulations
being introduced by the International Maritime
Organisation (the executive maritime regulatory
body for the United Nations). From January
2020, all ships sailing on the high seas will be
required to reduce the sulphur content in their
emissions to less than 0.5%, down from the

60 US China Trade War, Trump wants tariffs on $200
billion of Chinese goods, Business Insider/ Bryan, 2018
61 Giant shipload of soya beans circles off China, victim of
trade war with US, The Guardian / Davies / Elliot, 2018
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current limit of 3.5%.62 Most ships burn heavy fuel
oil, a tar-like constituent of crude oil which is a
cheap, mass-produced high-sulphur byproduct
of the production of fuels for aircraft and cars.
After 2020 ships will need to switch to lowsulphur fuels, such as marine gas oil (similar to
diesel) and liquid natural gas, or will need to
install scrubbers that clean the ship’s exhaust
gas before it is released to the atmosphere. It
is difficult to predict exactly how far-reaching
the effect of the 2020 cap will be, but it is highly
likely that it will have a significant impact on
costs for an industry that is already struggling to
turn a profit. It is expected that, at a time when
freight rates are particularly volatile due to global
political uncertainty, total spend on bunkers
(fuel for ships) will rise by up to 60% in 2020.63
Looking further ahead, in an effort to bring the
shipping industry in line with the global Paris
Agreement on climate change, the IMO’s Marine
Environment Protection Committee recently
announced a commitment to further improve
the shipping industry’s environmental impact.
Currently, despite moving 90% of world trade
around the world, shipping contributes just
2% of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions.
However, at current rates of consumption, this
figure will rise to 20% of global emissions by
2050.64 To combat this, the IMO has introduced a
new strategy, which will see global greenhouse
gas emissions from the industry halved from
the 2008 levels by 2050, as well as a longer
term vision to make the industry entirely
emission-free beyond that. For the industry
to hit these targets, all ships built from 2030
onwards will need to be emission-free.65 The
technology to make this a reality is yet to
be commercialised, and so far is confined to
academic research: but the opportunity for
green technology innovators to shape the future
of the global shipping market is tremendous.

62 The 2020 Global Sulphur Limit FAQ, IMO, 2017
63 IMO aims to halve global shipping emissions –
but what will it cost?, Wood Mackenzie, 2018
64 Carbon emissions from global shipping to be halved
by 2050, says IMO, Independent / Gabbatiss, 2018
65 Carbon emissions from global shipping
to be halved by 2050, says IMO

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR
TRADETECH
The UK’s trade and shipping industry is at an
inflexion point. Brexit and the prospect of
a systematic reconfiguration of its customs
process represents the largest challenge, but
an uncertain global maritime market, as well
as new environmental regulation, is already on
the horizon. Despite these challenges, the UK
has an unmissable opportunity: as countries
around the world begin to explore the promise of
technology in seaports and airports, the UK can
gain the competitive advantage, and establish a
genuinely world-class TradeTech sector at home.
Whatever its final outcome, Brexit represents
the perfect opportunity to take the first steps.

THE BREXIT
NEGOTIATIONS ONLY
AFFECT TIMING - WHEN,
AND NOT IF, THE UK
MOVES TOWARDS
TRADE AND CUSTOMS
PROCESSES THAT ARE
POWERED BY NEW
TECHNOLOGIES.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR A SUPERCHARGED
UK TRADETECH SECTOR
ACCELERATORS AND
INNOVATION HUBS
There are a growing number of startup accelerators
and innovation programmes across the world, running
programmes throughout the year, including:82

82 State of maritime startup programmes infographic
Q2 2018, StartupWharf / Vanderweghe, 2018
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FOR STARTUPS
1

2

3

PROVE YOUR VALUE
The most important thing you can do if you want to stand a chance of
successfully breaking in to the sector is to prove your value as quickly as
possible. Whatever your innovation is or does, it needs to quickly create
quantifiable value for clients. The maritime industry is often considered
conservative and it is unlikely that potential clients will be willing to
invest in new technology without knowing that the concept is proven.
The industry is always looking to cut costs, so the most effective proof of
value you can offer is money saved. Environmental impact and corporate
social responsibility are becoming increasingly important, but if your
innovation does not save a stakeholder money it will be almost impossible
for them to get a business case approved to trial your product.

GET MORE FUNDING THAN YOU THINK
YOU NEED
For any early stage business, funding is key to surviving the first few years
of operation. This is particularly true in the maritime sector, where large
investments in new technology may need to be made upfront. If you are trying
to sell any new product or innovation into the trade sector it will take far longer
than you think. Enterprise size clients have enterprise length buying cycles
and are used to an enterprise approach to selling. You should expect it to take
anywhere between 12 and 24 months from first engagement to raising an
invoice. If you do not have the cash to see out that period, you need to find it.
Furthermore, because most startups fail, there is a reticence from large players
to purchase from them. Even if it means giving away more of your company,
having a well-funded operation will help convince potential clients that you will
still exist in two years and are therefore a safe company to do business with.

JOIN A MARITIME ACCELERATOR
For innovators, breaking into the maritime sector may seem a daunting task,
but as we have explained, the scale of the opportunity is truly vast. Even
if you have significant industry experience and an extensive professional
network it can be incredibly difficult to get in front of the potential
clients and partners that you need to make the business a success. The
fastest route to validating your technology once it has been developed
is to join one of the industry’s startup accelerators. These accelerators
are focused on solving the specific issues in this industry and often have
corporate partnerships with some of the biggest players in the sector.
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FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR
1

2

3

INVEST IN THE UK’S FIRST ‘SMART PORT’
Government must invest in building the UK’s first ‘smart port’, with partnerships between
port operators, local universities, national specialist research institutions, and innovative
technology companies. The success of Rotterdam’s SmartPort venture, a partnership between
the Rotterdam Port Authority and multiple research and innovation institutions, should act
as a guide for the UK. In recent years, Rotterdam has established itself as the world-leading
technology port, with startups driving unprecedented levels of efficiency and connectivity.

BUILD THIS CENTRE OF INNOVATION
IN A FREE PORT
We recommend that, if possible, these testbed smart ports should be based in free ports.
If the UK’s post-Brexit policy position allows for it, the free port mechanism should be
used to create physical innovation clusters that tie academia, incumbent industry, and
entrepreneurs together. A free port would provide the ideal conditions to implement new
technologies that could transform international trade, and for new businesses to grow
and scale. Similar to the UK’s Catapult centres, these maritime innovation programmes
will support academic and business research, help entrepreneurs in the early stages
of their ventures, and bridge the gap between corporate and startup innovation. We
recommend launching the first testbed free port at Teesport and the adjoining STDC
site, before scaling the project nationally once the project has demonstrated value.

ENCOURAGE AND FACILITATE THE
SHARING OF DATA
The public sector has a significant role to play to bring the industry together to improve the
way that data is shared in the maritime industry. The EU-funded Sea Traffic Management
Validation Project is a great example of public sector leadership in the development
of data sharing within maritime. As a minimum, UK public bodies like the Maritime &
Coastguard Agency should be involved in projects like this and, where possible, should
be taking a lead in the development and adoption of data sharing platforms which can
improve safety of life at sea or operational efficiency. HMRC’s new CDS platform represents
a great opportunity for third party developers to quickly add value to the ecosystem.
By making it possible to transfer CDS data through web services APIs, developers could
build applications on top of the system which can streamline the customs process for
traders and make data available for decision makers throughout the supply chain.
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CORPORATE INCUMBENTS
1

2

SET UP A PILOT PROGRAMME OR
INNOVATION FUND
The vast majority of employees who hear a pitch from a startup don’t know the
internal process required to be able to start a pilot of the technology. Most large
corporates are shackled to the traditional enterprise buying cycle of identifying a
need, creating an internal business case, and running a competitive tender process.
This whole process can take 12-24 months, more time than many startups have.
This can be overcome by setting up a process for running technology pilots with
startups and a dedicated innovation fund. Having an internal process in place that
allows employees to evaluate the offering of startups and access small amounts of
funding to run a pilot makes it possible for departments within a business to access
innovations as they come to market and limits downside for the wider business.

START A VENTURE TEAM OR HAVE A
DEDICATED VENTURE CHAMPION
More often than not, it is very difficult for a startup team to know where to direct a
pitch or enquiry so they will contact as many people as they can within a large business.
Not only does this disrupt the working lives of employees, it is also an inefficient use
of time for an under resourced startup team. Having a public facing dedicated venture
champion or team whose job it is to listen to pitches and evaluate startups alleviates
that pressure on employees and gives startups a single point to focus their energy on.
Those startups who have been assessed as a good bet by the venture champion can be
introduced internally to the right department within the corporate. Having someone
in place with the right skills and expertise to internally broker pilot programmes
and larger roll outs if they are successful will reduce a large amount of the friction
that usually occurs when large corporates and startups attempt to collaborate.
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6. CONCLUSION
T

he UK has the opportunity to supercharge its trade and maritime sector.
Regardless of the final outcome of the trade negotiations with the EU, more
streamlined, frictionless, and secure trade should be a key strategic priority.
Of course, some of the challenges presented by Brexit, such as the need for
automated customs checks, or ultra-secure virtual borders, will require immediate
technological solutions. Many of the technologies showcased in this report could be
crucial to delivering these solutions: potentially in partnership with well-established
commercial suppliers.

Even in the event of a less disruptive Brexit
outcome, the UK must start to digitise its
currently analogue and highly consolidated
trade sector. From autonomous vessels, to
port-call optimisation, to blockchain bill of
lading documents, to automated customs
checks, to AI-enabled video camera port
security, the margins in efficiency and cost
offered by technology are significant.
Indeed, as we have shown, this is a multibillion pound opportunity. The size of the UK
TradeTech market will continue to grow, and
could be worth at least £13 billion by 2030. As
we have seen in other high-growth technology
markets, the share of the market accessible
to startups will also increase over this period:
from an almost negligible contribution today,
to as much as 40% market capture by 2030.
The aim of this report is not only to showcase the
opportunity for technology-driven trade, but also
to highlight the barriers to greater technological
innovation. As is often the case, many of these
barriers are neither technical or technological,
but are cultural. By increasing collaboration
and communication between the public and
private sectors, and crucially between startups
and corporates, there is a real opportunity to
forge a new, connected maritime ecosystem.

This last point is an important one: given the
consolidated, technical, and highly-regulated
nature of the maritime trade sector, the key
to driving innovation is to create a genuinely
collaborative TradeTech ecosystem. This includes
government, port operators, major corporate
suppliers, universities, research institutions,
startups, and innovators. With the right
combination of investment, support, networks,
and strategic partnerships, the UK could
establish itself as a TradeTech world-leader.
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THE FUTURE FOR
FRICTIONLESS TRADE
Throughout this report, we have demonstrated
that proactive, forward-thinking governments,
port operators, and executive boards can drive
real digital transformation in trade and shipping.
This vision for a frictionless, technologyenabled trade sector would not take a decade
to implement, nor would it require enormous
financial investment: because these products
and services are all available now, and have
been piloted and tested in ports around the
world. The future for frictionless trade may be a
radical departure from the established processes
in place today, but is is a necessary one.
Imagine a connected ship, carrying tens
of thousands of tonnes of our most
important exports and imports across an
ocean. Cargo has been booked onto the
ship through a digital freight forwarder,
with all of the documentation required,
from bills of lading to customs declarations
automatically generated and distributed
for every key stakeholder in the process.
The ship’s crew is fully supported by a
collaborative fleet operations centre, monitoring
the navigational and equipment status of the
ships in their charge. The crew are alerted in real
time of opportunities to improve the efficiency
and safety of the ship. Master mariners and chief
engineers are on standby ashore to consult with
those at sea. As well as monitoring the position
and engines of the ship, thousands of IoT devices
and sensors are transmitting the state of the
cargo back to customers, keeping them informed
of where their goods are and automatically
alerting the right stakeholders when damage
occurs or security has been compromised.
Throughout the ship’s voyage, the destination
port dynamically updates schedules based on
traffic and congestion. The ship arrives exactly
when it needs to, using the most efficient and
environmentally-friendly amount of fuel possible
in the process. Once alongside, intelligent
cargo handling equipment automatically
begins discharging and loading cargo safely
and efficiently. Throughout the entire process,
all stakeholders are kept regularly informed
by smart data transfer and real-time alerts.
When goods have arrived in the port, they
are further processed by smart factories
and distribution centres, adding value and
creating a just-in-time, custom supply chain for
consumers. While all of this happening, customs

and border patrol teams are automatically
collecting tariffs through digital customs
declarations, and running AI-enabled operations
to intercept suspicious goods and people.
The path to creating this future has already been
laid by the pioneering technologists who have
worked tirelessly to make it a reality. Although
the shipping industry has a long way to go until
it reaches this level of digitisation, all of these
various technology applications are realistic
and well-established. Indeed, with the right
support, investment, and strategic partnerships,
this vision of a technology-driven trade sector
could be realised in a surprisingly short time.

EVEN IN THE EVENT
OF A MINIMALLY
DISRUPTIVE BREXIT
OUTCOME, THE
UK MUST START
TO DIGITISE ITS
CURRENTLY
ANALOGUE
AND HIGHLY
CONSOLIDATED
TRADE SECTOR.
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All of the technology systems and platforms
outlined in this report are available today, and
can be implemented quickly and cheaply.
Indeed, as we have shown, countries around
the world are beginning to exploit the potential
of these new technologies. To keep up with
the pace of change around the world, the
UK must now take active steps to establish
itself as a high-tech trading nation. In fact,
in this relatively nascent market, the UK
has the opportunity to establish itself as a
genuine world-leader in maritime trading.
The scale and value of this opportunity
must not be ignored, especially at this
inflexion point for the future of UK maritime
trade. Forward-thinking, outward-looking,
and innovative: technology can play a
central role in how the UK defines itself
as a global trading partner after Brexit.
Driven by the innovations of entrepreneurs
around the world, the shipping sector,
which is still the engine of global trade,
can be made more efficient, secure, and
sustainable for future generations.

THE SCALE AND VALUE OF
THIS OPPORTUNITY MUST
NOT BE IGNORED, ESPECIALLY
AT THIS INFLEXION POINT
FOR THE FUTURE OF UK
MARITIME TRADE.

WE FEATURE THE 65 MOST
EXCITING TRADETECH
STARTUPS FROM AROUND
THE WORLD. EACH HAS
THE POTENTIAL TO MAKE
INTERNATIONAL TRADING
FASTER, SAFER, AND MORE
SUSTAINABLE
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STARTUPS BY SECTOR
& LOCATION

KEY
SHIP OPERATIONS:

COMMERCIAL PROCESSES:

CUSTOMS:

CARGO OPERATIONS:

PORT MANAGEMENT:

BORDER & SECURITY
OPERATIONS:
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STARTUPS BY LOCATION 2018

PROPORTION OF STARTUPS BY SECTOR 2018
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7.

THE 65 STARTUPS POWERING
FRICTIONLESS TRADE
Country

Description

300 CUBITS

Hong Kong

300cubits is a blockchain solution for the container shipping
industry, which uses a digital currency called TEU2 to create
a trust-free performance bond to ensure contracts.

4SHIPPING

Netherlands

4shipping is an inland waterway chartering app that connects
skippers with cargo, providing a single communication
and electronic document management platform.

AIDOCK

Israel

AiDock has developed deep-learning algorithms to fully automate the customs
clearance process: from receiving pre-alerts to providing full H.S. classifications.

ANKERI

Iceland

Ankeri provides a cloud-based platform for ship owners and charterers
to communicate and share ship data, including building and managing
ships’ performance profiles, as well as monitoring of fuel performance.

BLOCKSHIPPING

Denmark

BlockShipping has developed a platform that enables global
container carriers, terminal operators, and land side operators to
track the status and location of containers in real-time.

BUNKER CONNECT

Netherlands

Bunker Connect is a digital bunker buying platform that connects
bunker buyers and suppliers from around the world, including a single
dashboard with analytics about procurement performance.

BUNKEREX

UK

BunkerEx is an online bunker brokering platform that helps shipping
companies to optimise their marine fuel procurement.

BUNKERMETRIC

Denmark

BunkerMetric provides tailored market data and analytics
for companies operating in the bunkering industry.

CALIPSA

UK

Calipsa has developed cutting-edge deep learning software to automatically
monitor and analyse CCTV surveillance footage at major industrial sites.

CARGOLEDGER

Netherlands

CargoLedger provides a blockchain-enabled supply chain tradelane, including goods tagging, verification and instant payment.

CARGOMATE
TECHNOLOGIES

UK

Cargo Mate is a cargo operations monitoring platform for container ships,
improving visibility and operational efficiency for shipping companies

CARGOX

Slovenia

CargoX has created a blockchain Smart B/L system, which
replaces old-style paper Bill of Lading documents.

CLINCH LOGISTICS

Germany

Clinch Logistics is a logistics integrator that uses open-source technology to
manage the shipping supply chain, including all value-added services such
as trucking, customs clearance, freight insurance, and port movements.

CONCIRRUS

UK

Concirrus accesses and interprets wide-ranging datasets and combines
them with historical claims information to allow insurers and brokers
to more accurately quantify risk, reduce losses and boost profits.

CONDUCE

USA

Conduce is an operational intelligence platform for the
supply chain, overlaying corporate technology stacks as the
universal user interface for multiple disparate systems.

CONTAINER XCHANGE

Germany

Container xChange is a neutral online platform for one-way container
moves, enabling its users to access and supply 3rd party ocean
containers for their freight in more than 2500 locations worldwide.

COVADEM

Netherlands

CoVadem has established a network of ships sharing echo
sounder and performance data to generate real-time
information platform on available river depths.

DOCKTECH

Israel

DockTech uses crowdsourced vessel data and an AI enhancement
algorithm to monitor water depth in ports and waterways, reducing
draft safety margins optmising maintenance of seabeds.

ELISTAIR

France

Elistair has built a noise-limited tethered UAV solution that
allows security services to monitor areas of serveral kilometers
in size, for long periods of time during day or night.

EYN

UK

EYN has developed a 3D biometric identity solution that allows citizens
to be verified at borders automatically via their smartphone.

FIDE

France

Fluid-e is a digital end-to-end supply chain orchestration platform that
provides complete traceability of cargo across the supply chain.

COMPANY

Sector
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KEY
SHIP OPERATIONS:

COMMERCIAL PROCESSES:

CUSTOMS:

CARGO OPERATIONS:

PORT MANAGEMENT:

BORDER AND SECURITY OPERATIONS:

Country

Description

FREIGHTBRO

India

FreightBro is an end-to-end shipment management platform for freight
forwarders and shippers, providing a low-cost, more efficient solution.

FREIGHTHUB

Germany

FreightHub is a digital asset-free freight service provider which leverages
state-of-the-art technology to provide seamless freight forwading.

GEOLLECT

UK

Geollect provides geospatial imagery analysis and overlays this information with
other data feeds to create real-time safety, security and risk assessments.

HIGHLANDER

Israel

HighLander is a drone-enabled security solution that allows
the automatic surveillance of ports and borders.

ICONTAINERS

Spain

iContainers is an online freight forwarder that allows searching,
booking, managing, and tracking container shippings.

INLT

USA

INLT has developed software that can increase visibility, reduce cost, and
improve compliance in the international customs brokerage process.

IPROOV

UK

iProov is a biometric authentication solution that is resistent to all
known forms of attack, including photo-realistic artificial video.

KONTAINERS

Ireland

Kontainers allows freight forwarders and steam ship lines with
digital platforms to transact digitally, end-to-end.

LINERGRID

Denmark

LinerGrid is a cloud-based optimisation tool that uses advanced mathematical
simulations to provide decision support for container lines, allowing a carrier
to rapidly test diverse scenarios at a string, trade, region and global level.

LUMINANCE

UK

Luminance is an AI platform that reads, understands and learns
from interactions between lawyers and documents, offering a
faster and more comprehensive platform for review.

MARINE TRANSPORT
INTERNATIONAL

UK

MTI has built a distributed ledger platform that allows clients to view
rates and book shipments directly with carriers, with all transactions
fully secure, and managed without a central authority.

MARTIDE

Cyprus

Martide is an end-to-end maritime platform that integrates with
legacy crew susyems to create one single digital space for shipowners and ship-managers to fully crew a fleet of vessels.

MATCHPLACE

UK

MatchPlace is a fintech solution optimised for the shipping
industry, allowing small and medium sized ship owners to
manage currency risk and transactions efficiently

NAUTICAI

Finland

nauticAi uses IoT sensors to track ship location, Roll/Trim
motion, accelerations, and surrounding AIS-traffic.

NAUTILUS LABS

USA

Nautilus Labs offers a cloud-based analytics platform that provides
shipping companies with unified fleet intelligence.

NAVOZYME

Singapore

Navozyme's blockchain-enabled platform facilitates port clearance for
cargo, as well as the management of seafarer's training certifications.

NEURORED

Spain

Neurored uses blockchain technology to allow traders, manufacturers and
logistics companies to manage global supply chains more efficiently and securely.

OCTOPI

USA

Octopi is web-based terminal operating aystem built for small to
medium mixed-cargo terminals to move more cargo, faster.

OPTIMIZ

Germany

Optimiz is a multi-sided digital platform that connects shipping lines,
cargo insurers, and surveyors, using blochain and predictive algorithms
to achieve greater claims handling efficiencies for all stakeholders.

OVRSEA

France

Ovrsea is a digital freight forwarder, providing simplicity
and visibility to medium size shippers.

PARSYL

UK

Parsyl has developed marine cargo hardware sensing and
data analytics for tracking physical conditions inside container
boxes, providing data analytics as a service.

PINGLE

Netherlands

Pingle is a fully legally-compliant digital platform for maritime
professionals to manage and renew credentials.

COMPANY

Sector
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Country

Description

PLANCK AEROSYSTEMS

USA

Planck builds computer vision intelligence systems that
operate from moving vehicles, such as boats and trucks,
for government agencies and maritime operators.

PORT-WIFI

Belgium

Port-WiFi develops smart tailor-made connectivity solutions for the
maritime industry, building carrier-grade WiFi networks to improve
connectivity on board ships in territorial waters or during port stay.

PORTCALL

Netherlands

Portcall is a digital vessel scheduling and orchestration
platform for ports, pilots, and agents.

PORTCAST

Singapore

Portcast is a cargo predictability platform, using real-time external data
and proprietary machine learning to predict cargo demand and arrival.

PORTCHAIN

Denmark

Portchain provides a blockchain coordination solution that streamlines the
port call process, and reduces time and cost for all parties involved.

PORTX

Netherlands

PortX optimises the dispatch of in-port vessel operations (tugs,
boatsmen, pilots and bunker operators), achieving significant
savings in time and cost through smarter planning.

QWYK

Netherlands

Qwyk builds bespoke digital freight forwarding platforms, including a smart
scheduling function that integrates automatically with major shipping carriers.

RELMAR

UK

Relmar's MRCM platform tackles the complex issue of maintaining critical
assets in marine operations, employing reliability engineering, statistical
analyses, and decision logic to diagnose and prognose critical assets.

SCUBACRAFT

UK

Scubacraft is a compact and lightweight all-electric surface
submersible delivery platform which combines high surface
performance with dynamic control underwater.

SEA MACHINES

USA

Sea Machines produces autonomous control and advanced
situational awareness systems for boats and ships to provide
operational safety, predictability, and productivity.

SHARESHIPPER

Israel

ShareShipper is a social shipping platform that allows ships to share costs
and streamline the process of transportation by sharing container space.

SHIPAMAX

UK

Shipamax is a software platform that combines corporate
data sources to optimise the process of buying and shipping
physical bulk commodities around the world.

T-MINING

Belgium

T-Mining provides a blockchain solution for the secure transfer
of the right to pick-up a container across the supply chain.

TANKCONTAINERFINDER

Netherlands

TankContainerFinder.com is an online platform for finding available tank
containers to prevent the empty returns of tank containers worldwide.

TEQPLAY

Netherlands

Teqplay provides real-time and predictive insights for the planning
of quays, vessels, bunkering, and ship-to-ship transfer.

TEUBOOKER

Netherlands

TEUbooker facilitates the booking of container transport, taking advantage
of unused capacity and free space for exchanging containers.

THREATSPAN

Netherlands

Threatspan is a cybersecurity startup helping shipping and maritime
companies to quantify, understand, and mitigate their cyber risk exposure.

TRAYDSTREAM

UK

Traydsteam’s AI-powered platform digitises and automates trade
finance document processing to reduce the costs, complexities
and timescales for banks and large corporations.

URBAN HAWK

UK

Urban Hawk collates and consolidates data collected from multiple sensors
and public sector datasets to monitor the security of marine ports.

WE4SEA

Netherlands

We4Sea is a data-driven cloud platform that can monitor, report,
and optimise the fuel consumption of chartered ships.

WORKREST

UK

Workrest provides a platform to calculate and schedule hours of rest
and leaves for mariners, for health and safety compliance at sea.

ZENCARGO

UK

Zencargo is a digital freight forwarder & logistics platform that allows
customers to book, manage and keep track of their international freight.

COMPANY

Sector
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8. METHODOLOGY
This report is constructed through a combination of
primary research, including telephone interviews, faceto-face meetings and discussion groups, and secondary
research, including a number of reports from reputable
sources and proprietary data from Startup Wharf’s
continuous state-of-the-market research programme.
When establishing the current and future market size
of the trade technology sector, it was important to
first establish current technology spend within the
sector. After telephone interviews with a number
of industry leaders, we were able to establish a
baseline spend of 9.3% of industry turnover. This
figure was cross-referenced against recent estimates
on the size of the digital economy as a whole.
Due to the fractured nature of the industry, it is
difficult to analyse the market split between large
incumbents and startups and SMEs. To make a
projection of the market shift, similar industries
which are further ahead in their transformation
were assessed, including FinTech (financial services
technology) and GovTech (government technology).
Next, for companies to qualify as startups, we use the
same criteria for company size as PUBLIC’s other flagship
reports. That is the European definition of SME (i.e. less
than 250 employees, annual turnover not exceeding €50
million, annual balance sheet not exceeding €43 million).
It is worth noting that almost none of the companies
included in our index came close to these thresholds: and
that almost all of them are venture or incubator-backed
small companies that have been founded in the past
5-10 years. Finally, only companies with corporate status
qualified – joint ventures or subsidiaries were excluded.
Finally, while this is the most comprehensive report
of its type to date, it is still by no means complete.
The maritime sector is particularly fractured, and
suffers from a lack of visibility at every level. Even
with the resources put into this research project,
the scope and granularity of our analysis was
limited by lack of public market information.

CONTACT
For any enquiries, or further information about how
technology can shape the future of international
trade, contact PUBLIC’s lead researcher, and
editor of this report, Johnny Hugill:
johnny@public.io
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